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ear friends,
Welcome to the new and improved Perspective!
As alumn i of Eastern Washington University, you deserve the
best, and we intend to provide thatthrough this publication. If
you have visited Eastern recently or seen our most current
Admissions materials, you have noticed our effort to represent
the campus with the professional gµality it deserves. Together
with proactive recruiting efforts and continued regional involvement,
bur vastly improved informational materials have helped tell
ehe Eastern story. We also have seen a dramatic improvement
ur enrollment numbers, and public perception of EWU has
een enhanced.
A big part of our success story has been the continued faith,
r:t of c5ur alumni. And for many of you,
dication and s
ecially those
t hous%inds of miles away, Perspective
been your only contact with EWU. We want Perspective
accomplish two objectives:
Address your interests: We want the contentof Persgective
be driven by your feedback. Please share your ideas w ith us
phone, e-mail or letter.
Reflect our pride in EWU alumni: As I get to know more of
, I am continually impressed by your achieve
than
3,000 EWU alumni are making significan
contributions in their professions and their
communities. You are part of a large and
impressive family!
We hope you'll show your Eastern
pride by sharing this publication with
others, by displaying it prominently at
your place of business, and by contributing yo_ur own news to its pages . As ..
videnced by the feature on page 23
bout an alumnus who was reunited
ith his sixth grade teacher, people
read the Perspective thorhly and want to know what
u've been up to.
hank you again for your
gportand I hope you enjoy
ur first issue of our new

l[Spective .
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The Garcia family of Othello, Washington,
has five unique connections to Eastern.
Their names are Lupe, David, Tony,
Alma and Dora.
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Dick Jensen isn't your average tour guide. His company, Inland Empire
Tours, began as a simple idea and has grown to be a phenomenal
success. Take a tour with Dick and see why.

11

"Save the Best for Last" is the theme for Homecoming '99.
Something for everyone awaits, so mark your calendars!

Determined that Industrial Arts not
become a thing of the past, alumnus
Ray Hasart decided to modernize his
school district in a big way.

12
14

Why are people saying such nice things about Eastern? This
editorial from The Spokesman Review puts it quite nicely.

What will bring 4-5,000 people to Eastern next spring? No
less than the national finals of the Science Olympiad.

Eastern Washington University
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ew people have the good
fortune to build a career
around the kind of activities
they already do for fun. But that's
Dick Jensen's story. Back when he
was a salesman, he had earned the
reputation among friends as a
freelance tour guide, since he was
always handling arrangements for
group trips and activities.
"One day I just wondered why I
shouldn't try doing it as a business," recalls Jensen (BAB, marketing/communications '87) .
When he was fired by a
printing company after coming to
the defense of a customer, he
decided to start Inland Northwest
Events as a part-time business in
1991.

Stepping inside the spacious
touring van, I'm transported
to the 1940s by the mellow
notes of a jazz quartet. Two ,
smiling, 70-sorpething women
board after,.me and. vve deRart
for a South Hill neighborhood
where another few women
join us. Then on to a Spokane
Valley shopping center where
the final five Climb aboard.
Soon, the van's iriterior
is a sea of silver
hair and sun hats.
NThis tape's ca/led Sax and
Romance, " says Dick Jensen
with a grin as he prepares to
drive off. "Do you like it?"
'Do we like what - sex
· and romance?"comes a voice
from the crowd.
No wat Jose)." says 92year old Zella Catthew.
1
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"Here's a good one," says
Jensen as we head along the
freeway towards the Idaho State
line. "What do you get when you
play country music backwards?"
Continuing after no response,
"You get your dog back, you get
your wife back, you get your
pickup back ... "
Laughter fills the van as it
moves down the road. Laughter
followed by voices of experience
that talk of travels taken, children
and grandchildren, husbands lost
and lives changed. But they are
voices of optimism, full of spirit
and enthusiasm for life now, for
this day and this moment.
When these women talk of
trips they have taken with Inland

Empire Tours, it's referred to simply as
"traveling with Dick."
"We have breakfast bars here and
water if anyone wants some," comes
Dick's voice over the microphone.
"And there are blankets under your
seats if you need them. " Nobody does.
It 's 9: 15 and already pushing 80
degrees.

Dick Jensen's business didn't
always cater to seniors.
"Actually, I began by
scheduling events for
singles - things like
dances, cruises, mystery
nights."
But Jensen - unmarried himself - found
singles hard to work with.
"Often they made no
commitments until the last
minute and were prone to
cancel if something better
came up. So I changed my
itinerary to daily excursions
with meal services; that
began to attract married
couples and seniors. Then,
since I was drawing more
seniors, I began to pay
special attention to them."
Jensen took the plunge and went
full time in 1993. Today, he runs three
to four day trips a week and two or
three "overnighters" a month. These
can last from two to five days or
longer. Extended trips have taken
customers to Canyonlands in Utah,
Glacier National Park and Yosemite.
T~ain trips are especially popular,
whether half-day rides or excursions
all the way down to San Diego.
"When we drive," says Jensen,
"we use either a 7-passenger van and
this 22-passenger vehicle. On longer
trips with more guests, we'll charter a
bus .
Whether one day or ten, Jensen's
trips are designed to be unique. He's
taken guests to exotic animal ranches,
historic churches, gold mining towns
and fossil beds for a taste of archaeo-

logical digging.
As we pass through the
Spokane Valley, the familiar
landscape of shopping
malls, auto parts yards,
water slides and business
parks yields some surprises
when seen through Jensen's
eyes.
"See those boulders in
that field over there?" he
announces over the microphone. "Those were left by the
rushing waters of the Missoula flood
some 10,000 years ago. " The commentary continues, sights ranging
from docile Norwegian draft horses to
the clifftop home of Spokane inventor
Royal Riblet (inventor of the aerial
tram and the square-wheeled tractor).
We see a hill scarred by the effects of
a devastating 1991 fire and
- before visiting historic
Treaty Rock - we learn
about the Indian wars
fought in the Spokane
Valley and elsewhere. By
the time we reach the small
Idaho park that surrounds
the rock, everyone has
received a generous dose of
history delivered in the
informative, conversational
manner so typical of Dick
Jensen.
Though Jensen schedules some trips for pure fun,
he also tries to make them
educational experiences.
"I like to learn about
the history, geography and
geology of places and share these
facts with my guests, he says.
Ever since he was a boy in the
Tacoma area, he remembers exploring
the landscape around him. "When I
was 15," he recalls,
"my brother and I
bicycled around the
Olympic Peninsula .
At 18, we tried to
retrace the old Nez
Perce Trail."
Even on his first
day as a new recruit
at Shaw Air Base in
Sumter, South
Carolina, he ventured out and drove to the Atlantic
Ocean while other servicemen stayed
on the base and caught up with their
sleep.
Jensen's enthusiasm for the places

ff/ can't tell

you what it
means when
people tell
me how my
trips provide
such
wonderful
outlets in
their lives."
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he travels is infectious, especially
among his regular customers, though
they like to kid him a little, too.
"He'll tell you a hotel is a block
away, says 92-year old Zella Catthew,
"then it turns out to really be six
blocks."
"Zella's a kidder, says Jensen,
"but she loves every minute of this.
She has the enthusiasm and stamina
of someone far younger and it's partly
because she gets out and travels;
because she still has that interest in
the world around her.
"Plus, "adds Zella, "to live 92
years, you've got be mean ."
Zella is one of several women who
have traveled with Jensen for years
now. Dorothy Reid estimates she's
been on about a hundred trips .
Most first timers learn about his
tours from friends, through a senior
center, or by happening upon one of
his newsletters that he publishes every
couple of months and distributes at
retirement homes, grocery stores and
other places frequented by seniors .
"I like to go on local and regional
trips," says Rose Harris, 76, a retired
cattle rancher who lost her husband a
few years back. "Dick has a wealth of
knowledge about the northwest, both
its history and geology."
At Treaty Rock, Jensen helps his
guests past a
rough spot in the
trail as they snake
through the
narrow canyon
leading to the spot
where Frederick
Post, in 1806
sealed a deal with
Chief Seltice of the
Coeur d'Alene
tribe to buy
enough land for a sawmill at the
nearby falls. After a brief historical
talk, Jensen leads the group to Post
Falls Dam and the park which
11

11
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surrounds it. It's a bright, sunny
Monday and his group enjoys the
warm sun while stopping at trail
markers and taking in views of the
dam's spillways and the captive waters
of the Spokane River
From there, it's on to Templin 's
Resort for lunch, then a cruise on a
Spokane River paddlewheeler from
Post Falls to Lake Coeur d'Alene.
Along the way, Jensen shares occasional insights on Idaho's "second gold
rush" - the logging industry noting the wealth this 19th century
business brought to the region . Along
the river are signs of contemporary
wealth, the multi-million dollar
mansions of entrepreneurs, high-tech
gurus and professional sports figures.
It's hard to find
anyone willing to say
anything negative
about their host.
"What I like
about Dick is the way
he's so nice and
obliging," says Eileen
Deaton, who worked
for years at the
Fairchild Air Base
commissary. "He's
always full of stories
and knows all about
the places we go."
Lois Torgerson, a
retired nurse, lives at
River View Retirement
Home in Spokane,
and takes special
pleasure with the way
"Dick works with retirement homes,
which is very helpful and convenient
to those of us who live in those
communities."
What accounts for Jensen's
uncanny knack as a tour director and
his particular affinity for seniors?
"I won't deny my first goal was to
start a business I could make a living
at," says Jensen, "but over time I've
come to think this is really what I was
meant to do. I can't tell you what it
means when people tell me how my
trips provide such wonderful outlets in
their lives."
There have even been moments
that Jensen says, "brought tears to my
eyes."
On one occasion, he booked a
sleighride in conjunction with a trip to
Leavenworth for that town's annual
Christmas lighting.

6
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"It was an available option, so I
scheduled it like any other fun activity.
Well, just before that event was about
to start, a lady came up to me just
beaming and told me she had waited
her entire life to go on a sleigh ride . At
that moment, for me to know that I
had unknowingly fulfilled someone's
lifelong dream - well, there's not
much that could be more satisfying
than that."
On another occasion, Jensen was
touring the Olympic Pensinsula with a
group when they arrived at a beach
where one of his guests had walked
years before with her late husband .
"Even though it had started to
rain and she came back soaking wet,

her opportunity to walk that beach
again had given her an almost spiritual
experience," says Jensen. "There
aren't too many jobs that can give you
that kind of lift at the end of the day."
But Jensen is quick to add that
another benefit of his career is a
selfish one.
"I could never afford earlier in my
life to do the kinds of things I'm doing
and go the kinds of places I'm going
now. When I was younger, I was lucky
to see a national park maybe once
every few years. Now I go to different
parks several times a year. So, while
I'm helping others have a good time, it
has allowed me to do things I never
thought I'd be doing myself."
Are there down sides to running a
tour business?
"Sure, there's the paperwork,
keeping up a commercial driver's

license, annual vehicle inspections and
paying for $5 million in insurance
coverage. Also annoying," he notes
with a chuckle, "is the fact that I have
to stop at all weigh stations when I
cross state lines."
Add in the inevitable breakdowns,
weather-related delays and unforeseen
circumstances such as road construction, and it's not all a bed of roses .
Fortunately, Jensen's excursions have
gone on over the years with nary a
hitch.
"When there are unforeseen
difficulties," says Jensen , "you just
learn to be flexible; you carry on and
make the best of it. The patience and
good natured dispositions of these
ladies," he says, "helps a lot."
If you think Jensen caters
exclusively to senior women,
however, that's far from the
case.
"We do have a larger
number of women, and that's
mainly because women live
longer. But I see couples quite
a lot," he adds, "and more
men show up when the trip
involves a sporting event of
some kind."
Unique destinations such
as gourmet restaurants and
Salmon River jet boat rides
' attract more middle-aged
couples; train trips lure all
ages .
"On some trips we've had
three generations of people seniors, their children and
grandchildren - all together
on one big outing . That's really great
to see."
As the van heads back to Spokane, people discuss what they've
seen and the trips they're planning
next. A few jokes are told and someone gives Jensen a bad time about his
air conditioning being on the fritz.
Dick himself has grown philosophical.
"A purpose for living is so important to seniors," he says as the van
leaves the Spokane Valley and enters
the city limits. "I've got a few ladies
who have been traveling since the
beginning, about ten years now. And
I'm not stretching things to say that
they both look younger now than they
did ten years ago on that first trip."
To contact Dick Jensen , call (509)

747-1335 .

EASTERN NAMED A
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HIDDEN TREASURE"

Newsweek Magazine has included
Eastern in a list of "hidden treasures"
in its recent "How to Get into College" issue.
Based on a survey among guidance counselors in public and private
high schools
across the
nation, the
magazine
developed a list
of "hidden
treasures"
among the
nation's
colleges and
universities.
These are
described by Newsweek
as "terrific colleges that aren't as well
known as they should be."
SEAHAWKS LAND IN EAGLE TERRITORY

Sporting a new coach, several new
players, and renewed hopes for a
successful season, the Seattle
Seahawks descended upon the EWU
campus in August for their three-week
summer training camp.
Coach Mike Holmgren, in his
eighth season as an NFL head coach,
and his first as the Seahawks Head
Coach, oversaw the arrival of rookies
on July 29 and veteran players on July
30. The entire squad
took part in
the
summer's
first
practice
the
morning of
August 1.
Thousands of people watched the
team practice in weather that ranged
from sweltering hot to cool and
showery.

f NROLLMENT &

RETENTION

HEADED THROUGH THE ROOF

Enrollment at Eastern is flying high
after four years of low numbers.
EWU's retention rate (percentage of
students returning each fall) also shot
skyward; data for 1997-98 shows an
88% rate, among the highest in the
nation.

A MUSICAL

VENUE

FOR A PRICELESS COLLECTION

faculty emeritus and former chair of
the Department of Music at Eastern.
Verne Windham and Marty Demarest
of KPBX will explore the significance
and impact of this collection. A
souvenir catalog outlining the Collection and providing significant quotes
from Ross will be given to those
attending the event. A dessert buffet
and champagne will sweeten the
evening. Tickets are $50. All proceeds
from the event will benefit the EWU
Libraries Collection Endowment.
For information and reservations,
call Meta Gibbs at (509)359-6816.
NEW BIRD, SAME SPIRIT

The George Ross Collection is the
largest and most comprehensive
privately held collection of musical
material to be given to Eastern
Washington University. An upcoming
homecoming event, .
"Memory's Voice - An
.Evening Celebrating George
Ross in Music, Words, and
Pictures" will showcase and
celebrate the acquisition of this
significant collection, given to
Eastern by Northwest composer and
historian, George
Ross. The collection is
impressive, including more
than 8,500 print and audio
resources. Within the
collection are 3,165 sheets
of printed music, 1,731 books, 792
periodical issues, plus 2,985 recordings
and CDs.
The public event, to be held
Friday, October 15, 1999 from 7-9
p.m. in the JFK Library, will feature live
music presentations of music written
by and for George Ross, and performed by EWU Music Faculty and
Spokane area musicians. Also featured
will be talks by area scholars on the
works and life of Professor Ross, and a
special interactive archives display
where guests can examine musical
scores, letters, diaries, and art works
from the Ross Collection. Host for the
evening will be Dr. Travis Rivers, EWU

No, we are not now the E-Woo Emus.
The Eagle still flies high above the
Eastern campus, but he now has a
single official look, as opposed to the
more than 25 versions you may have
seen over the past decade.
The EWU Merchandising Committee, developed by Dr.
Stephen Jordan in
Winter 1999, was
charged with
establishing
and finalizing
a single image
for the EWU
Eagle and
mascot, as well
as to solidify and
develop standards
for other EWU
images. With input
from alumni, students,
Spirit Eagle faculty and staff, the
committee established
official designs for our "spirit eagle/
mascot," the "corporate eagle/eagle
logo," and the official way to write the
words," Eastern Eagles."

EAS

EA LES
continued on page 21
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hard our parents worked, says Alma,
30. ," And we worked hard ourselves as
chHg~~:p., I remember coming home
f;rorfrjunior high and cleaning and
cooki'ng so my parents wouldn't have
to when they got home late from
ta very early age, they ex<to the difficulty of earning
money and paying bills. They pushed
us to go to college so we could have
they didn't.
fl

fl

Our interest
i~ 2lfJ~:Garci~
a~~jly? Lupe 'a'.ha
41)is wife, who ".
€
to Othello
1

.
.· ·.· •
.
Center, chats with Carlos Maldonado, Alma and Tony Garcia.

t+

f

,. ;. Texas . ,.
~y of SqJ1pyside,
hingtqn;' ., . . . . sed five c~ildren
upassuming litt.ie home and all
attehded and~graduated'from Eastern
·ggto~ :~riversity. ,!f~~.~
tui;n : ' arH~i~,and starti~
ship in the fa"rnily's name for
de?erving ' Hispanic students. Not too
b9d a family l~gacy for a man and
vyq,tr)~n wh? tjme here;: migrant
workers, worked two an three jo
t
a time for 40-?ome years and - in the
case of Lupe - ·never really
rea~ing or V'l{;ri~ipg.
;i But they,€lid master'tAe art of
raising a family that revered education,
and that's made all the difference.
"Over

a

, rjer brother Tony, 36, agrees.
1li,;/.h:Javing tvyo or three jobs and
work:ing five in the morning 'til eight
at night is a great incentive to strive
fo~ ~grnething better, he says with a
chu0i<le:: "But people we grew up with
were.,optimistic about the future and
goaJ oriented. That helped us stay on
track, ,£\nd when you're used to being
9 rqµic;t optimistic people, you gravitate .:toward others who think that
way."
A.nother major motivator for Tony
w~s ~ ~igh school counselor, but not
in the way one might think.
"I remember this counselor telling
me that I was so smart that I might
actually be able to be a plant foreman
fl

l

some day. I'm sure she thought this
was a positive comment, but the fact
that college never even entered the
conversation was one of the main
reasons I decided to go to Eastern ."
After high school, Tony first went
into the Air Force (from 1982-84) then
on to Eastern . He also served in the
National Guard from '84 to '91 . Since
graduating in 1997, he has held
various jobs involving the writing of
grants and designing of social service
programs. Among the places he has
worked are the Migrant Counsel of
Washington State, where he developed a drug and alcohol program; and
the YWCA of Spokane,
where he was a Grant
and Contract Specialist.
Tony also worked for
Adams County as a
Drug & Alcohol
Specialist. Most
recently, he had a job
offer in Alaska, but had
to pass it by to come
home when his father
fell ill. Senor Garcia
has since regained his
good health.
The eldest Garcia
son, Lupe, was the first
to attend EWU.
Approached by Dr.
Serna, head of the
Chicano Education
during the 1970s, Lupe
was convinced that
Eastern was for him.
He graduated in 1989
with a degree in
economics. For several
years after Eastern, he
ran a translation service
in Othello; both Tony
and Alma worked there
on and off for a few years. Lupe, now
37, works for a Telecommunications
Company in Anchorage, Alaska . He
hopes to start another translation
venture in a few years.
·
For Alma, her chief motivation to
attend college was always her parents.
"The fact that my dad has always
been basically illiterate was a compelling incentive; he knew that education
would give us the skills we needed to
go so much farther in life than he did.
Our mom, too, always wanted us to
have a better education, a better life
than she and my dad . You might say
she pushed us to go to college . "
Alma, who graduated in 1994

with a degree in communications
studies, is a social worker in charge of
the First Steps Program at the
Mattawa Community Medical Clinic.
She also continues working as a
chemical dependency counselor in
Benton & Franklin Counties and hopes
to teach English as a Second Language
in the fall .
"What I like about my current job
and others I've had," says Alma, "is
helping people and educating them
about their rights. Ninety-five percent
of my clients in Mattawa are migrant
families . And recently, we've seen a lot
of Mayan descendants moving into
the area, people who have
come from isolated rural
areas in Mexico and who
speak a whole different
dialect. That really makes
things a challenge ."
Brother David, now 34,
also majored in communications studies at Eastern,
graduating in 1992. He
now works as a probation
parole officer in the TriCities, Washington . And
the youngest Garcia, Dora,
graduated in 1995 with a
degree in hospital administration. She and her
husband Marcus Wilson,
also a '95 EWU grad are
both pursuing MBAs at the
University of Laverne in
Anchorage, where she
works for the International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.
While at Eastern, all
the Garcia brothers and
sisters were involved in
student activities, especially
Chicano Education Program activities. Lupe was the second
president of Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Azt!an, or MEChA. Both
Tony and Alma were equally active in
Chicano student leadership positions .
Tony even worked for a time at EWU
as a coordinator for Chicano Education recruiting efforts.
One of the fondest memories the
Garcia family members have about
Eastern was sharing a big house off
campus with other Chicano students
from the Othello area.
"We did it chiefly for economic
reasons, but also so we maintained
that sense of family while at school,"
recalls Tony. "I remember that if one of

"If we can
help other
families
like ours
send their
kids to
Eastern,
we will
have done
something
important"

us ran out of money and had to pay
tuition or buy books, we'd all pitch in
and help out. The next time it would
be someone else, and we'd do it all
over again."
"One of the things about Eastern
we liked best was the size of the
school and the town," adds Alma,
"plus the fact that the Chicano Ed
program was there for us. All in all, we
felt very comfortable there."
Alma and Tony remember the
recruiting they would do every summer when they came back to Othello .
"That's how we got a lot of new
students for Eastern over the years,"
Alma recalls.
"It also made it easier for other
families from Othello to send their kids
there knowing that a lot of us were
already on campus," adds Tony.
Both Alma and Tony worked in
the Spokane area while at Eastern both had counseling jobs at the Pine
Lodge Pre Release Center, for example. Because they still have lots of
friends in the Spokane area, they
come back to visit Eastern occasionally
during the year.
Somewhere along the line - Tony
forgets exactly when - he and his
brothers and sisters were asked if they
wanted to help the Chicano Education
Program as alums .
"Donating money for scholarships
seemed a natural thing to do," says
Tony. "It was like the way we loaned
each other money in college when
one or the other of us ran short. We
felt we had to give back if we could.
And we could, so we did."
"If we can help other families like
ours send their kids to Eastern, we will
have done something important,"
adds Alma. "The more Hispanics who
graduate and get good jobs, the more
role models there will be for other kids
in this community."
"Role models are important,"
agrees Tony. "There were few role
models in high school for us. There
were very few Hispanics in the school
system, in government or in local
business back then."
"In many areas," adds Alma,
"we're still missing faculty and
administration of color at the high
school and college levels. We think
that's a shame."
Carlos Maldonado, director of the
Chicano Education Program at Eastern,
Continued on page 20
Eastern Washington University
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October
alumni
game against Idaho Stat ;
Homecoming is a great ti
pus, look rup)ol/
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Don't
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER

• Live Masia; PU
• Box Car Races,

12

ps, 11 am-1
m Street, 5:00

If you've never watched a box-car race
this is the one to see as
e home- '
made vehicles streak down the Elm
Street Hill. Cheer on your favorite
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
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• Team Taco Eating Contest, Central Mall

You thought pie eating contests were
messy? Wait until you see EWU
students snarfing down these southof~the:b?r<!er crea~i?ns for fun, prizes
ana probable indigestion!
• WYSIWYG (What You See Is What
You Get.)

This every-Wednesday evening series
of entertainment on campus has saved
its best (or messiest, anyway) for
Homecoming Week. Join the crowd as
they watch Team Je//-O Wrestling
(yes, you heard it right) at 7 pm until
everyone has slipped and fallen .
Hmm, wonder if it's sugarfree Jell-O?
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14
• Spirit lunch w ith Ruth Jordan
football coaches and players. T~wanka
Hall, noon. For details call 359-2463
• Parade (6 pm) • Bonfire (7 pm)
• Bed Races (7:30pm), 1st St., Cheney

This is the night students don't want

90s, marking a revitaliz~~ E

miss. You shouldn't miss it ~,,h~r
ram a parade down First Street to
roaring bonfire and exciting bed races
thi: _is the night that Homecofit1g
'
spmt really comes alive!
iRIDAY, OCTOBER

15

·~ Planning meeting for Sprin~
(0!,000 riiunion i ;~ome help plarrtf'lis
major event. Hafgreaves 127. (1 :30 pm

• EWU alum ·
Genter. Meet

her"

as

at Spokane

njo
e
sounds of the EWU Alumni Band
which staged it,rJPig r , ·on gig:;her
·
last yea~! (6-9 1 if!Tl)
For details on "~'bov
1-800-EWUALUM o
enV'See
• George Ross Libra
page 7 for details. (7-9 pm)
• Mr. & Ms . Eastern Homecomig.g
Pageant, Showalter AuditoriurnI %
7:30 pm, $3, Tickets available at the
EWU campus bookstore.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER

16

• 5KM Road Race - T~t 'r;ililitaty}

19

Science Department (Rr5TC) hosfs the
fourth annual IJ1(11here ~§1gles Dare"
5KM Road RaceiWand CiJJlenge~0 11Rac
starts 8:30 am, central mall. Pre::
registration $12 (day of race - t15)
Fee includes t-shirt. Call ];59-23i36/
6110 for registration details.
• Louis~ Ande~i.on HaJI. rededication. See story, p]i 20 . ~n ~~11 :301am.)

The Spokesman-Review Praises Eastern's Turnaround
The fol lowing is an editorial by John Webster wh ich
appea red in The Spokesman Review on June 28, 1999
Copyri ght 1999 . Reproduced with perm ission of The
Spokesman Review

riping high after near disaster
ea.rs. it looked as though
~bir;jgtgn .IJn iye~?itywo~ld
··· its mascot. The school
kill '< lunchfor a
however, the

equipper of school teachers .
The school's decline started in the
1980s, as it invested so heavily in a
needed Spokane campus that its
Cheney programs suffered.
By late 1997, state officia ls considered merging EWU into Washington
State University. This provoked quite a
reaction- ultimately, a positive one.

The school's advocates rallied. The state
ordered Ea stern to redefine its mission .
Gov. Gary Locke too k interest, namin g
some new trustees including Gordon
Budke, a visionary Spokane business
leader who had been among the
founders of Momentum '87 . Last
summer, the trustees hired Stephen M .
Jordan as Eastern's president. That was
a crucial move .
Unlike more recent presidents who
had lived in Spokane, Jordan and his
wife took up residence at the Cheney
campus . .Jordan made himself visible
ere,<knocking on dormitory doors to
dents how things were goingndi
heir concerns .
mself an active,
ne, in the

on plans to c
sources
programs and to p
into courses student
arnely,
areers .
those that lead to in-d
The results are stri
xt fall's
,000
freshman class will exc
om two years
students, up 40 perce
ago. The student retention rate, a
yardstick for customer sati sfaction , has

HISflf
IIWIJf WtlJf I

John Webster
For the editorial board

• Do you want to improve your chances for a rewarding career?
• Would you like to improve yourself personally?
• Do you want to take charge of your own future?
All of these goals are within reach at Eastern Washington University, where
mo re than 40 master's degrees are offered in fields from communications to
urban and regional planning; from business to creative writing; from
computer science to social work.

with a Graduate Degree
from

risen to 88 percent-highest in the
nation among public comprehensive
universities .
Looking to the future, Jordan has
offered an early-retirement package to
Eastern's many older faculty. This opens
the door to the next generation of
stars, the instructors who will define
Eastern's new reputation . As senior
faculty members retire and younger
ones come on board, Jordan pledges to
invest the salary savings by enhancing
areas of the curriculum that he has
identified as "centers of excellence"music, creative writing, honors,
computer sciences and health sciences .
The rush of new students, meanwhile, makes it necessary for Jordan to
ratchet up his enrollment forecasts and
to consider the construction of more
housing at the Cheney campus. He
aims for the university's enrollment to
reach 9,000 full-time students by 2010,
but Jordan's staff tells him Eastern may
reach that point sooner. This fall,
Jordan expects 7,500 full-time students, up from 7,244 last school year.
There is no vote of confidence
more telling than the vote students cast
with their feet. The leaders and faculty
at EWU deserve our region's congratu lations.

Graduate degrees we offer
•
•
•
•
•

Master of Science - in 10 disciplines
Master of Art - in 5 disciplines
Master of Fine Arts - Creative Writing
Master of Education - in 16 disciplines
Professional Degrees - in 6 disciplines

Whatever your undergraduate degree, Eastern has a master's program
designed to expand your knowledge in that field.

Interested?
The first step is to contact Eastern's Graduate Program Of
or in person.
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Is Email in our future?
Will we ever have a means to reach
other Eastern alum via e-mail?
The reason I wish to have these
addresses is twofold. Number one I'm getting nostalgic and would like to
contact my old friends and acquaintances . Second, I have had a stroke
and several brain surgeries and
contacting old friends helps me realize
that memories are still there . My
memory just needs to be jogged a little.
John Traylor
TRAJ300@dshs.wa .gov
John, your question about e-mail
addresses for EWU alumni is terrific!
Though we currently don't have a list
you can access for these addresses, two
new options will be available soon.
First, we've contracted with the
Harris Company for an alumni directory
They are contacting all of our alumni to
get updated information on their
addresses, phone, e-mail, employment,
etc. Some alumni have called me to see
if the Harris Company survey is legitimate. (I think many of us are cautious
about giving out our information, afraid
we 'll end up on countless mailing lists!)
Yes, we are working with Harris!
By contract, they cannot provide your
information to other businesses. But
we are looking forward to getting
updates on our alumni, so we hope
everyone will respond to these Harris
surveys or phone calls. EWU alumni will
be able to purchase the directory soon,
and you will be able to use it to locate
others who want to connect by e-mail.
Second, this year we will expand email and web communications with
EWU alumni. Our new home page will
offer new services. For example, you'll
be able to sign up on an e-mail directory, which will help alumni contact
each other. There will also be a net·w orking option, so alumni can volunteer to be career resources for EWU
students or other alumni.
We hear from alumni who wish
they'd been notified about some EWU
activities, such as the presentations by
Jane Goodall or Robert Kennedy Jr. last
year. Due to mailing costs, we haven't
always been able to send invitations to
alumni for these programs. But we will
be starting an electronic newsletter, and

lmERS
alumni can sign up to get information
on upcoming activities.
We have contracted with the
Sesna company, which will offer special
Internet service provider rates for EWU
alumni and students. Later this fall you
will get information about this ISP
Thanks for getting in touch with
us! I'm sorry I'm not able to give you a
list of alumni e-mail addresses right
now, but as you can see, your request is
very timely This fall, you should be able
to start contacting other alumni byemail. In the meantime, I hope you and
other alumni will share other ideas and
suggestions for web-based services we
should develop.
Feel free to contact me at l-888EWU-ALUM (locally at 509-359-6303)
or e-mail EWUALUM@mail.ewu.edu
Terry Flynn,
Alumni Director

Kudos for Y2K Feature
I found your article on Y2K in the
recent edition of Perspective informative and enlightening .
As I read other pieces describing
the anticipation and potential repercussions of Y2K, I wonder if those
writers realize they may be adding to
the confusion and fear that the very
term seems to conjure up in the
readers' minds.
John Soennichsen presented the
information in a manner that was
straightforward and enlightening . He
explained the background of the
situation and the possibilities the new
date may bring.
"What's the big deal?" he asked.
And he answered, "Not as big as it
seems ." Thank you for the information. I intend to pass it along to
anyone else who needs to know the
real facts about Y2K.
Christine Huss
Spokane, Wash.

An unfortunate omission
We just returned from sunny, warm,
dry Arizona and eagerly read our
Winter 1999 Perspective, which was
waiting for us.

G?J,
.--/.,L/ -71..ew-tl),-':e

Zelma and I were both members
of the "First Ever" Eastern Alumni
Band (Winter '99, p. 6) . However,
throughout the whole weekend, and
even in the Perspective, Zelma only
got credit for being my spouse.
We have a problem with that. At
Eastern, I (Roy) was the skinny kid
from Sutton Hall who married Zelma
Berry. (I also played in the band for
three years because it was an easy A
or B to help my anemic grade point and Pete Exline really needed help too!)
But - Zelma Bernd:
• graduated with a BA in education with a music minor; • had
scholarships at Eastern in piano and
violin; • played in the band and sang
in the chorus; • is a Mu Phi Epsilon
(national sorority for music majors);
• is a Tawanka; • was first runner-up
for selection as Sacajewea, the official
school hostess; • was selected to
Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities; • was one of 12 women
in the entire university to be selected
to the highest honor of Golden Circle,
recognizing outstanding service to the
school, scholarship and personality.
Oh, and by the way, since thenshe mothered our four great children
(and is successfully helping to spoil our
14 grandchildren), was a highly successful elementary school teacher, has made
significant contributions to communities
in which we have lived throughout the
world - and is a great wife!
Zelma's relationship to Eastern and
the Alumni Band is more than "spouse"
to Roy, who played a clarinet and had a
successful Army career. She created a
legacy of excellence, service and
dedication that should make Eastern
wave a flag and say, "Hey! Zelma is one
of our graduates. We're proud of her!"
Maybe next year you can give her
recognition as a full-fledged member
of the Alumni Band - assuming I can
convince her to come back.
Roy B. Bernd
BA, '56
Whoops, talk about an oversight! Our
apologies for overlookng not only
Zelma's full-fledged band-member
status, but all her accomplishments.
Not only are we happy to give her full
recognition by printing your letter, but
when she returns this fall (please come
back, Zelma!) I'll do my best to see
that a photograph of her appears in a
future issue. The editor
Eastern Washington University
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tmagine robot vehicles
negotiating a complex
course, raw eggs falling from dizzying
heights and plastic pop
bottles soaring into
the sky like rockets.
These and dozens of other fun
science experiments will be performed
round the clock at
various locations on the
EWU campus as the
national finals of the
Science Olympiad bring
a staggering 4,000 5,000 people to Eastern
on May 19 and 20,
2000.
Eastern 's participat ion in the Science
Olympiad is not new the university has
hosted a number of
regional finals over the
past decade - but to
bring the national f inals
to Cheney, Washington,
is a proud accomplishment, especially considering that some of the
previous venues have
included Boston,
Chicago and Ann Arbor.
"When we made
our pitch, " says Jean
Cavanaugh, one of
Eastern's two co-tournament directors
(the other is Heather McKean , senior
associate of biology at Eastern) "we
thought we had a chance, but weren't
sure until after members of the
national committee had visited Eastern
and checked us out."
Criteria for hosting the national
finals (first held at Michigan State
University in 1985) include proximity
to a major airport, housing availability,
and suitable facilities to hold dozens
of scientific events.
"Eastern Washington University is
the perfect place to hold the 2000
National Science Olympiad Tournament, says McKean . "Our campus
will ideally meet the physical needs of
the tournament and the participants
will be so pleased with the facilities .
Compared with the last four tournament sites including Georgia Tech. and
the University of Chicago, these young
scholars will find our classrooms newer
and brighter.
11

11
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Eastern 's previous success wi t h
regional competitions over the past
ten years helped the national committee give the bid to Cheney, says
Cavanaugh, administrative services
manager for the School of Social Work
at Eastern. It also helped that the
national committee was looking for a
western location, having been in
Chicago this year.
The Olympiad consists of more
than 100 teams of K-12 students
competing in about two-dozen events
that encourage learning in biology,
earth science, chemistry, physics,
problem solving and technology.
Events are designed to recognize the
wide variety of skills that students
possess .
According to a National Science
Olympiad publication, "Our emphasis
is on advanced learning in science
through active, hands-on, minds-on
group participation."

One very real benefit to holding a
Science Olympiad tournament at a
university is to show hundreds of
potential students just what your
academic offerings and campus
community are all about.
"Science Olympians make
excellent candidates for recru itment,"
says McKean . "Most of the 104 teams
come from sma ller communities
throughout America, and Cheney's
safe and friendly environment shou ld ·
appeal to students who are
dying to get out west to
attend college . Many
parents will be in tow and,
of course coaches, who are
some of our best recru iters."
Two critical factors in
holding so large a national
event are the ability to raise
funding through corporate
sponsors and the need to
recruit a large number of
volunteers to help with the
set up, registration,
distribution of materials
and assisting w ith events .
Past regional events
have proven to be an ideal
way for EWU students,
faculty and other members
of the campus community
to work wit h kids as
volunteers and show
Eastern in a posit ive light.
"What makes the
Science Olympiad Tournament an all -campus event, says
McKean, "is that the approximately
2000 participants are not just science
students but rather students who do
well in the sciences, mathematics,
humanities, and social sciences. They
are writers, musicians and athletes .
Consequently they will be interested in
all of the undergraduate programs
that we offer at Eastern .
Fraternities, sororities and local
clubs and organizations have also
been important sources for volunteer
assistance, but more help than ever
will be needed next spring when the
national event is held on the Eastern
campus.
11

11

Eastern alums who are interested
in helping put on this positive, handson learning event next spring are
urged to contact Jean Cavanaugh at
(509) 359-2324. You can e-mail her at
jcavanaugh@mail. ewu.edu

TAKING

INDUSTRIAL
When Ray Hasart (Bs-

ARTS TO

NEW

of visitors from schools around the
country, wanting to see what Hasart
'81) won the 1996 Teacher of the Year
had done and how. Soon, Hasart
Award in Oregon, it was the culminafound himself accepting speaking
tion of a series of accomplishments
engagements around the country and
over several years. But it also was the
as far away as Australia.
beginning of more recognition for the
Hasart attended
Redmond High
Eastern in the late '70s .
School industrial
His love of gymnastics
arts teacher than he
led him to follow a
could ever have
former coach, Jack
foreseen .
Benson, to Eastern and
Hasart acknowhe graduated with a
ledges that he won
technical education
the award largely
major in 1981. After
because of his work
graduation, he held
in transforming the
teaching positions in
Industrial Arts
two small towns Department at
Battle Mountain,
Redmond High into
Nevada, and Gilchrist,
a high-tech, futurisOregon - before
tic version of
joining the Redmond
yesterday's industrial
School District.
arts departments,
"I'm proud of what
which typica lly
I've been able to do,"
consisted of wood
says Hasart, "but even
shop, auto repair
prouder to see what our
and metal working
students have done,
classes .
how they've been going
"I was the
off to prestigious
youngest guy in the
colleges and taking
department," says
along what they learned
Hasart, who began
here."
teaching in
Redmond during
Teacher of the year honors took EWU alum Ray Hasart to Washington, D. C.
Editor's Note: As
the late '80s, "and I
we prepared this article,
saw industrial arts
Redmond School District's Industrial
we learned that Jack Benson, Ray
departments closing across the
Arts Department now instructs
Hasart's early mentor and EWU
country."
students in the use of lasers, wind
associate professor of physical educaBecause he wanted to continue
tunnels, hydroponics and other high
tion, health and recreation, had
his career in his chosen field of
tech industrial processes .
recently won kudos of his own. On
teaching, Hasart began researching
Before the revolutionary reinvenMay 22, he bench pressed 275.5 lbs,
schools with successful industrial arts
tion of the department, about 450 of
which turned out to be a state,
programs and he found that those
1200 high school students took
national and world record for the
which had survived were modernizing
industrial arts courses . Now, about
single lift bench press in his weight
and utilizing the latest technology
1,000 of the 1,600 high school
class and division. Congratulations,
where possible . Hasart made a
students in the district are taking
Jack!
proposal to the school board and got
courses from the department.
the backing of numerous local busiRecognition followed quickly for
nesses - some of which had internaHasart and his department. First came
tional customers - before introducing
the Teacher of the Year Award in
a bond measure that would raise
1996, then a National Educators
money in the district to improve the
Award from the Milliken Foundation in
technology in Redmond schools .
1998. This one carried with it a
The result - a phenomenal 3.5
$25,000 prize. Then came the teams
million bond measure passed, and the

HEIGHTS
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For up-to-date sports stories from
the Eastern athletic department,
alumni, parents and fans can have
information e-mailed directly to them .
Simply send your e-mail address to
sports information director Dave Cook
(dcook@mail .ewu. edu) and he'll add
you to the list.
You can access even more information through the internet. Sched~les, r~sults, rosters, statistics, photos,
t1cke_
t information, staff listings and a
special news and notes sections are all
available . You can reach Eastern
athletic information via : http://
athletics .ewu.edu By accessing the
staff directory on the website, you can
also send e-mail messages to coaches
and staff.
Call the athletic department at
359-6334 or 1-800-648-7697 if you
have any trouble accessing information . You can also e-mail your comments to sports information director
Dave Cook (dcook@mail .ewu .edu) .
McCLARY READY TO RocK

Bench presses and 40-yard dash times
weren't the only tests for cornerback

Le Var McCla ry

L_eVar Mcclary in mid -August on the
first day of practices for the Eastern
Eagles football team.
Coming off reconstructive knee
surgery, the senior from Oak Harbor
Wash ., put his left knee to its first '
major test since suffering a seasonending injury against Weber State last

I
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Nov. 14. On a day that saw the Eagles
follow strength and speed testing with
a 1-1/2 hour non-contact practice in
the afternoon, Mcclary liked the way
his knee felt.
"I can't wait to really get going so
I can actually see how it feels," he
said. "Being out for almost a year, it's
time to get started."
"He looks extraordinary," Eagle
head coach Mike Kramer said. "He's
always been a guy that has been able
to rehabilitate himself without attention to pain . He's ready to go and
should be one of the bright stars on
our defense ."
The Eagles began practices for the
1~99 football season under cloudy
skies, but nothing could darken
Kramer's excitement as he watched his
players for the first time in three
months . With 18 starters and a total
of 37 returning letterwinners, Eastern
~opes_to improve upon last year's 4-4
f1n1sh in the Big Sky Conference that
included four losses by a collective
total of 13 points.
"This is a good team," Kramer
:o
said. "We're ahead of where we've
ever been because we have so many
returning guys and our scheme
remains the same."
Kramer predicts there will be some
initial hesitancy in the way Mcclary
plays .
"His biggest obstacles are his
sense of timing and the fear of being
able to make that explosive break
w~en he recognizes the play," Kramer
said . "When you start to make that
break to get to the ball you wonder if
your joints are going to hold up . It will
take him a while to regain that
confidence. I want him to be able to
play the po_sition without making any
compensation for his injury, and I think
he'll be able to do that. Him more
than anybody."
Mcclary had 76 tackles in 1O
games in 1998, with three interceptions and three passes broken up. The
diminutive 5-foot-6, 153-pounder had
started 24-straight Eagle games before
his injury in the second-to-last game
of the season. He remembers being
comforted by teammates T.J.
Ackerman and Scott Johnson, a pair of
players who had gone through the
same painful injury and the rehabilitation

that followed .
"When it happened, T.J. and
Scotty were there," Mcclary said.
"They told me they knew how it felt
and _knew what I w as going through.
But It wa sn't as bad as I thought it
would be . The rehab went pretty
good, and I especially wanted to come
back for my last year."
SCOTT BARNES NEW
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

Spokane native Scott Barnes has
returned to the region to take over as
Eastern 's director of athletics.
Barnes,
36, comes to
Eastern from
Humboldt
State University
in Arcata,
Calif., where
he was athletic
director since
July 1997.
Barnes was
born in SpoScatt Barnes kane and lived
there until he wa s five years old. He
also lived in the Tri-Cities and attended
Kenne_wick_ High School before moving
to California . In the early 1990s his
parents returned to Spokane where
they currently live.
"I look forward to the challenge
ahead," he says. "Given the uniqueness of the opportunity to return to
my roots and also pursue my career
goals, it was an attractive offer."
Eastern's director of athletics
position oversees a staff of about 50
coaches and support staff, with 15
sports offered for men and women
athletes. The department has an
annual budget of about $3.3 million .
Eastern competes at the NCAA
Division I level and has been a member
of the Big Sky Conference since 1987.
. The position opened when longtime Eastern athletic administrator and
coach Dick Zornes stepped down
earlier this year.
SWEAT AND 'H'ARD WORK

FOR CHENEY VET DEREK STREY

There are no campfires or ghost stories
at Cheney summer camps for Derek
Strey. Sweat and hard work are easier
to find.
The former EWU All-America
linebacker has spent most summers in
t~is decade playing football in Cheney.
First as a student at South Kitsap High
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On the Cover
1. Eastern tackle twill design on
an Oarsman®80/20 crew.
Available in black, red, and
oxford . S-XL $35 XXL $37
2. Eastern Big Cotton crew from
Gear for Sports®. Available
in charcoal or red.
S-XL $29 XXL $31
3. EWU full chest design
embroidery oo a Jansport®
crew. Available in oxford and
red . S-XL $36 XXL $38
4. City Slicker rain coat from
Gear for Sports®
S - XL $so · XXL $55
15. Eagles-EWU on brushed
cotton twill cap from Gear for
Sports®. Self fabric strap
closure. Available in white
only. $14.95
16. Eastern Eagles Big Cotton
T-shirt from Gear for Sports®.
Available in white and ash .
S - XL $13 XXL $15

Ryan Orton, Graduate Assistant Basketball Coach - left
Byron Jenkins, Assistant Basketball Coach - right
5. EWU bar design on a brushed cotton twill
cap from Gear for Sports®. Self fabric strap
closure. Available in red , white and black.
$14.95
6. Eastern Eagles T-shirt from Oarsman®
available only in gray. S - XL $13 XXL $15
7. EWU eagle logo embroidered on a brushed
cotton twill cap from Gear for Sports®. Self
fabric strap closure. Available in red , white,
black and navy. $13.95

10. Big Cotton fleece pant from Gear for
Sports®has an 80/20 cotton,blend
with two side pockets. Available in
oxford and navy. S - XL $29

8. Polar Fleece 1/4 zip pullover from Gear for
Sports®. Available in red and black.
S-XL $49 XXL $52
9. Eastern Volleyball crew from Oarsman®,
also available in a Football design.
Available in oxford only .
S - XL $35 XXL $37

11. Eagle pin $5.95
12. Eagle Earrings $4.95

----~'
13. Sports bottle $2.50

14. Polar Fleece
crew from
Gear for
Sports®.
Available in
red , black,
and gray.
S -XL $42
XXL $45

Caren Lincoln, Staff, President of athletic association

17. Spaghetti T-shirt in red or
black. S - XL $18
18. Eastern Eagles in a box design
Big Cotton T-shirt from Gear
for Sports®. Available in navy
and red. S - XL $13 XXL $15
19. Eastern arch T-shirt from
Gear for Sports® available in
red, navy and charcoal.
S - XL $13 XXL $15
20. Big cotton T from Gear for
Sports®with football design.
Available in red only.
·
S - XL $13 XXL $15
21 . Fitted hat by Legacy. Available
in red and black. Traditional
cap sizes. $15.95
22 . Eastern arch on a Big Cotton
fleece crewlrom Gear for
Sports®. Available in red, navy
and oxford .
S - XL $29 XXL $31
23. Eastern with mascot eagle on
brushed cotton twill cap from
Gear for Sports®. Self fabric
strap closure. Available in
red or white. $13.95
24. Baby doll T-shirt in red or
white. S - XL $18

TO ORDER:
(509) 359-6218
Or i

www.bookstore.ewu.edu
516 9th St. MS#190
Cheney, WA 99004

The Dempsey Family - (16) Greg Dempsey, Staff/Alumni, (17) Janell, Employee,
(18) Greg Jr., Student and EWU athlete, (20) Roxann, Staff/Alumni, (19) Tanya,
EWU Student.

~,

Parker Stafford, Jeff Stafford, Faculty, Morgan Stafford

'EASTER,
~ EAGLES.lf.·· :
'"'
(Q

27. 3-0 Eagle key ring $2.95
28. Circle key ring $1.50

26. EWU plush bear $10.95

29. Transparent mascot
window cling on with
suction cup $4.99

I
31. Eastern silk tie $25 ea.
30. Stainless Steel travel mug $17.95
32. Oarsman®Tackle twill jacket in
black only. Fleece lining.
S - XXL $49 XXL $51
33. Baby doll T-shirt in red or white.
S - XL $18

36.

34. Mouse pads available in black,
red and gray. $4.95 ea.

36. Heavy Brushed
Canvas Cap with the
EWU eagle logo on
side from Gear for
Sports®. Polyurethane visor. Self
fabric strap with
hook-and-loop
closure. $15.95
37. Eastern Alumni Big
Cotton T-shirt from
Gear for Sports®,
available in red only.
S-XL $13 XXL $15
(Also available in a
red sweatshirt
S- XL $29 XXL $31)
38. Denim Shirt from
Gear for Sports®.
100% cotton denim,
buttons down front
and adjustable cuffs.
S - XL $34 XXL $37
45. Eastern Eagles on a brushed cotton twill cap from Gear for
Sports®. Self fabric strap with snap closure. Available in black,
white and red. $14.95
46. Eastern sport T-shirts in big cotton from Gear for Sports®.
Available in oxford only. Your choice of Football, Basketball,
Volleyball, Hockey and Soccer. S-XL $13 XXL $15
47. Dazzle pant from Gear for Sports®is 100% polyester tricot and
has mesh side panels with snaps. Two side pockets and one
back pocket. Available in navy and black. S-XL $43 XXL $45

35. Eastern banner: 2' x 3' $16.95
48. EAGLE lights $14.95

63. Pewter golf gift set include_s 4
tees, divot tool and ball marker.
$14.95
64. Golf towel available in white,
red or black $12.95
65. Golf balls and tees set in clear
gift tube $7.95
66. Golf Balls $2.95 each or set of
3 for $7.95
67. Golf head cover $14.95
68. Golf putter cover $10.95

61. Women 's Johnny Collar Polo from Gear for Sports®is 100% cotton
textured. Contrasting color stripes at collar. Available in white, red
and gray. S - XL $37
62. Cotton Pique Polo from Gear for Sports®is 100% combed cotton.
Available in red, white, gray and black. S-XL $31 XXL $33 ,

69. EWU Cheney, WA embroidery
design on a Big Cotton crew
from Gear for Sports®.
Available in navy and oxford.
S - XL $40 XXL $42

70. The Victory from Gear for
Sports®is a water-resistant
hooded jacket and lined in
a heavyweight fleece.
Imprinted on left chest and
full back. Available in red
and black.
S-XL $56 XXL $59

23. Eastern with
mascot eagle on
brushed cotton
twill cap from
Gear for Sports®.
Self fabric strap
closure. Available
in red or white.
$13.95
72. EWU golf Bag available in red or black.
7 3/4" Packer Step Up $149.95
9" Packer Step Up $169.95

73. Clock $99.95
74. Cuff links $31.95
75. Lapel pin $16.95
76. Brooch pin $16.95
77. Tie bar $19.95

73.

78. Letter opener $23.95
79. White/Blavk pen $21.95
80. Quill pen $35 .95

81. Classic pilsner $ 11 .95
82. Wine glass $8.95
83. Flute $8.95
84. University pilsner $12.95

88.
87. Eastern mug in red only $8.50
88. Alumni mug $6.95

85. Set of two coasters
with holder $59.95

90. EWU eagle
novelty shot
glass $7.95

-·

86. EWU pewter stein $49.95

91. Eastern Washington University
limited edition Lithograph by
Carl Funseth $84.95

95. Eastern wool blanket $40

92. Latte mug $9.95
93. Hot chocolate mug $12 .95

94. EWU 1882 embroidered on
a 100% cotton twill cap
from Gear for Sports®. Self
fabric strap closure. Features
"sandwich visor" in
contrasting color. $15.95

96. Eastern Kids t-shirt "My
Favorite color is Eagle Red ,"
available in ash only. Sizes
are from 6M - 24M and Youth
S- L $9.95
97. Eastern Bucket Cap from
Gear for Sports®, available in
white only. $16.95
98. Eastern Eagles Big Cotton
T-shirt from Gear for Sports®
available in white and ash .
S - XL $13 XXL $15
101. Kids socks $4.95
102. Roll top socks by Top Sox® .
$5.95
103. EWU eagle socks $5.95
104. Eastern Eagles mascot eagle
socks $5.95
105. Rag socks by Top Sox@'.
Mor L $5.95
106. Eastern Bib - "Good Fo6d ,
Good Times, Eastern Cafe."
Available in a pullover or a
snap bib style. $9.95
107. Eastern Kids t-shirt "Inside
this shirt is one Big Eagle
Fan," available in white only.
Sizes are from 6M - 24M and
Youth S - L $9.95
108. Big cotton T from Gear for
Sports®with football design.
Available in red only.
S - XL $13 XXL $1

99. Eastern spoon with dangle stein $4.95
100. Eastern spoon $3.95

0

-
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School attending football camps at
EWU, then five years as an Eagle
player and now as a member of the
Seattle Seahawks, he's in familiar
surroundings in Cheney.
Strey led the Eagles to the Big Sky
Conference championship and the
semifinals of the NCAA Division I-AA
Playoffs as an EWU senior in 1997. He
signed a free agent contract with the
Jacksonville Jaguars, but didn't make
the team at training camp in Florida .
Then last fall, Strey received a
phone call from Seahawks headquarters offering him a spot on their
practice squad .
"It's been a grueling process and
my body's feeling the effects," he said .
"I enjoyed doing it and I'll look back
on it forever as a good experience."
Strey's ability to make the
Seahawks will be decided this fall after
pre-season games are over. His
performance on special teams holds
the key. Last year, his 1997 Eagle
teammate Jeff Ogden made the roster
of the Dallas Cowboys because of
special teams play in the pre-season.
"Jeff found out last year," Strey
added. "He went down to Dallas and
made some special teams plays. You
have to make yourself noticed and
make some plays on special teams."
"No one ever gets as many reps as
they want to get," he said of practices
with the Sea hawks . "I'm getting
enough to know what I'm doing and
hang in there with the veterans ."
SAVAGE TEAMMATES
REUNITED IN HALL OF FAME

Legendary Eastern Washington
University football coach Dick Zornes
and his former Savage football
teammate Mel Stanton head the third
class of inductees in the Eastern
Athletics/Nextlink Hall of Fame.
Stanton and Zornes will be joined
by track standout Ron Chadwick,
NAIA Hall of Fame coach Ed Chissus,
women's basketball player Maria Loos
Lefler, and long-time Eastern supporter
and contributor Patsy Utter.
Zornes, who retired in the spring
of 1999 as Eastern's athletic director
after spending 26 years as an Eastern
player, coach and administrator, was
unanimously selected in his first year
eligible to be inducted into the Hall of
Fame. Stanton, a graduate of Lewis &
Clark High School in Spokane, was a
record-breaking running back on
Savage teams with Zornes from 1963-65.
Zornes, Stanton and the other

four new members will be inducted at
a dinner on Saturday, Sept. 25 prior to
Eastern's football game versus Cal
State Northridge at Woodward
Stadium in Cheney.
The dinner costs $15 to attend
and begins at 3 p .m . at Reese Court
on the EWU
campus . Persons
who would like to
attend are asked
to RSVP to the
Eastern Athletic
Department by
calling 509-3592463.
This year's
class brings the
Dick Zornes
number of inductees in the Hall of Fame to 19. Begun
as a way of honoring former athletes,
coaches and contributors, the 1996
inaugural class was honored with an
induction ceremony on Oct. 5, 1996.
A committee of 15 persons with
past or present connections to
Eastern's athletic program vote on a
list of possible inductees . Nextlink, a
provider of
telecommunications
products and
services, is
sponsoring
the Hall of
Fame.
For more
information
about the
dinner, call
359-2463 or
1-800-648Me/ Stanton 7697.
THREE EAGLE GAMES
BROADCAST ON Fox SPORTS NET

Three Eastern football games will be
broadcast live by Fox Sports Net
Northwest, including Eastern's seasonopener against the University of Idaho
at Albi Stadium in Spokane and road
games at Portland State and Montana .
As a result, dates and kickoff
times on Eastern's 1999 schedule have
been adjusted. (See schedules, p. 18)
"We're thrilled to be featured on
Fox Sports Northwest three times this
season," said Scott Barnes, Eastern's
director of athletics . "We expect to
have a team capable of winning the
Big Sky title, and the three opponents
we face on TV are top-notch. They
should be exciting games to watch ."

yJ/t~~

JAZZ & KAZZ ON
EAGLE RADIO NETWORK!

Campus radio station KEWU Jazz
89 .5-FM will join ·the Eagle Radio
Network and broadcast EWU football
and men's basketball games live in the
1999-2000 season.
KAZZ 107 .1-FM will serve as
flagship station of the network, which
will now reach from Canada to
Southeastern Washington . Carrying
selected games will be KKPL 630-AM
in Spokane, KCVL 1240-AM in Colville
and KREW in Sunnyside.
In addition, Eagle games will be
carried live on the internet. Fans can
access the broadcasts by going to the
Eastern Athletics website at http://
athletics.ewu .edu .
Impact Sports Inc., and owner
Paul Sorensen hold Eastern's broadcast
rights and helped secure KEWU as a
broadcast partner. Former Eastern
student Earl Kazzmark of KAZZ and
Eastern professor Dave Terwische of
KEWU were also involved in working
out the details.
Veteran broadcaster Larry Weir,
also a former Eastern student and a
native of Waitsburg, Wash ., will return
for his ninth season as Eastern's playby-play broadcaster. He has broadcast
more games than any other broadcaster in the school's history.
EXNER, MACKENZIE NAMED
BtG SKY SCHOLAR ATHLETES

Prolific in the classroom and on the
field, Kim Exner and Mike MacKenzie
were Eastern's recipients of the Big Sky
Conference Scholar-Athlete Award,
which recognizes and
honors the "best of
the best" of the
conference's nearly
3,000 studentathletes.
A 1995 graduate
of Clarence Fulton
High School in Vernon,
B.C., Exn~r has a 3.38 Mike MacKenzie
grade point average as
a physical education major. MacKenzie
is a 1994 graduate of Vancouver
College Senior Secondary. Recording a
perfect 4.0 average in the spring
quarter of 1999, he has an accumulative 3.49 gpa also as a physical
education major.
Currently, Exner is playing for the
Canadian National Team and expects

continued on page 18
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continued from page 17
to play professionally next year.
MacKenzie was a seventh-round draft
choice of the Hamilton Tiger-Cats in
the Canadian Football League .
Exner was twice selected Big Sky
Conference MVP, and
finished her career
with a Big Sky
Conference record
1,860 kills . She led
the Eagles to a
NCAA Tournament
appearance last fall,
only the second time
in school history that
Kim Exner
Eastern advanced to the NCAAs.
Eastern also won the Big Sky cochampionship in Exner's junior season.
MacKenzie capped his career by
being selected to the GTE Academic
All-America second team as selected
by members of the College Sports
Information Directors of America
(CoSIDA) . He also was selected to the
first-ever NCAA Division I-AA Athletic
Directors Association academic AllStar Team and was a four-time Big Sky
All-Academic pick .

*Big Sky Conference Games/Matches

Football
COMFY CHAIRS ARRIVE AT WOODWARD

What could be better than spending a
fall evening sitting out in the crisp
night air and watching an Eagles
football game? Well, sitting on a
comfortable seat, for one thing!
In a move that's sure to please
many devoted Eagles fans, a renovation
program for Woodward Stadium will
soon see 750 theater-style seats
installed in the center section of
seating, below the press box. That's
right, say goodbye to bench seating in
this prime section of the stadium.
To help make the renovation
happen, a fundraising campaign has
begun which will offer "ownership" of
these seats in exchange for a $1 50

SPRING 0UARTER GPA
OF EASTERN ATHLETES BAO

One third of all EWU athletes had
grade point averages of 3.5 or better
to earn Dean's List recognition in the
spring quarter of 1999. Of Eastern's
264 athletes, 86 had a gpa of 3.5 or
higher. Sixty-three percent had at least
a 3.0 grade point average.
During spring quarter 1999, tennis
had the top grade point average
among men's sports at 3.15, followed
by football at 3.01. Football climbed
steadily as the year progressed, going
from a 2 .71 accumulative gpa in the
fall, to a 2 .80 in the winter and finally
a 3.01 gpa in the spring . The top
women's sport in spring quarter was
tennis (3.42).
Receiving perfect 4 .00 grade point
averages in spring quarter were
football players Lance Ballew
(Leavenworth, Wash. - Cascade HS
'96), Travis Elliott (Pasco, Wash . - Pasco
HS '98) and Mike MacKenzie
(Vancouver, Wash .); track athletes
Kevin Whitson (Kennewick, Wash . Kamiakin HS '94) and Robbi Schwarz
(Chehalis, Wash . - W.F. West HS '98);
basketball player Jason Humbert
(Salem, Ore. - North Salem HS '96) .
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Talk about seats on the 50-yard line!
donation to the Donor Seat Program.
In exchange for the donation,
participants in the program will :
• have a name plaque installed on
their seat
• receive a ticket to the completed
stadium's dedication ceremony
• receive discount prices of football
season tickets
• have first right to purchase your seat
at every Eastern event
• receive recognition as a donor in
football programs
To participate in the Donor Seat
Program, call the athletics department
at (509) 359-2079 or 1-800-648-7697
and request a Donor Seat Program
order form . With a Donor Seat, you
can have the best seat in the house .

Date - Opponent - Time
Sept. 25 - % *Cal State Northridge - 6:05 p.m.
Oct. 2 - at *Northern Arizona - 4:05 p .m.
Oct. 9 - at Boise State - 2:05 p .m .
Oct. 16 - #*Idaho State - 3:05 p.m .
Oct. 23 - at $* Montana - 1 :05 p.m .
Oct. 30 - * Sacramento State - 1 :05 p.m
Nov. 6 - at * Montana State - 11 :05 a.m.
Nov.13 - *AWeber State - 1:05 p .m .
$Regionally Televised on Fox Sports .
#Homecoming .
% Eastern Athletics/Nextlink Hall of Fame Day.
Home Football Games in Cheney take
place at Woodward Stadium on the EWU
campus .
AHome Footba ll Games in Spokane take
place at Albi Stadium .

Volleyball
Date - Opponent - Time
Sept. 25 - at * Cal State Northridge - 7 p.m.
Sept. 30 - * Sacramento State - 7 p.m .
Oct. 2 - * Weber State - 7 p .m .
Oct. 5 - Gonzaga - 7 p.m .
Oct. 7 - * Montana State - 7 p.m.
Oct. 9 - * Montana - 7 p .m .
Oct. 13 - at * Weber State - 1 p.m .
Oct. 16 - * Portland State - Noon
Oct. 19 - at Gonzaga - 7 p .m .
Oct. 28 - at * Idaho State - 6 p .m.
Oct. 30 - at * Sacramento State - 7 p.m .
Nov. 2 - Idaho - 7 p.m.
Nov. 4 - * Cal State Northridge - 7 p.m.
Nov. 6 - * Northern Arizona - 7 p .m .
Nov. 11 - at * Montana State - 6 p .m.
Nov. 13 - at * Montana - 6 p .m .
Nov. 18-20 - Big Sky Championships - TBA
Nov. 26-27 - Idaho Challenge - TBA
All Eastern Home Matches played at Reese
Court on the Eastern Washington University campus .

Soccer
Date - Opponent - Time
Sept. 24 - at Washington State - 3 p .m .
Sept. 29 - at Gonzaga - 4 p.m .
Oct. 3 - Hawaii - 1 p.m.
Oct. 7 - at Idaho - 1 p.m .
Oct. 10 - at * Montana - Noon
Oct. 14 - at * Idaho State - Noon
Oct. 16 - at *Weber State - 11 a.m.
Oct. 18 - Gonzaga - 2 p .m .
Oct. 22 - at *Northern Arizona - 1 p.m .
Oct. 24 - *Cal State Northridge - 1 p .m.
Oct. 29 - *Cal State Sacramento - 3 p.m.
Oct. 31 - Wyoming - Noon
Nov. 4-6 - Big Sky Champion ship - TBA
Home Soccer Matches in Cheney Take
place at the Sports & Recreation Center on
the EWU campus.
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"This is an excellent program for the returning student
with a family and career. It allows the student to tailOI
classes to attain future goals while giving them credit
for past life experiences:'
-Roger Flint
Director of General Services
City of Spokane

At Eastern Washington University we give you college credit for your life experiences.

The lnterdisdplinary Studies Program at Eastern. Call John Neace at
(509) 359-1401 or email: jneace@ewu.edu

WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

Alumni Products and Services
If you're an EWU alum, and you'd like to share news about your products or
services with more than 60,000 college-educated readers, call us (509) 359-2396.

W1ri W

• Waste oil heaters

993-0789

Pollution Contr ol Systems

• Oil filter en/Shers

Waste

Oil

and Wa s h Water Management Equipment

Nadine Gage Sullivan '65
Owner

Residential - Commercial
Lake Cabins - Inspections

20711 E. Euclid, Suite B, Otis Orchards, WA 99207
Plwne: (509)924-8803 Fax: (509)921-5605

COMPUTER
COUNSELING SERVICE, INC.
t'

l

I

Computers
Software
Service
Training
Hardware
Networking

'

LARRY MOBERG '85

President
14 E. Mission, Spokan e, WA 99202
Phone: (509) 326-7030, Fax: (509) 326-6979
email: lmoberg@ccsspokane.com

Conveniently located near campus

Great food and beverages
Showies' Bistro...
Cheney's newest restaurant

Tom Showalter '87

.. ,., ,.
I I

JtlOi'\AS f,LLJlillfllLI)..,

c~t~t

~(N'If\,\ L[LI

235-6137 ._,,
625 B Street
Cheney, WA
99004
Family Dentistry

~•c
Cla5s of '72

Office Hours
By Appointment
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Total immersion courses designed to get you to speak and understand quickly.

NO homework NO textbooks NO boredom

East ern Washingt on Un iversity
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Along with warm, homespun service, members of
Washington School Employees Credit Union enjoy some
pretty nice perks.
Eligible members can get in on auto loan rates as low as
7% APR (depending on down payment and loan length)
and home equity loans at incredible 8% APR.
To join Washington School Employees Credit Union, you
must be a Washington school employee or the relative of a
member and live in Washington.
*Rates, terms, and availability are subject to change without notice.

Dr.-,
s~hool Employees
Washington
~Credit Union

(■
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at PEMCO Financial Services
2002 North Atlantic Street, Spokane • 328-8500
325 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle• 628-4010
1-888-628-401 0 toll free • TDD access: 1-800-628-6070
www.wsecu .org
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is especially happy to see families like
the Garcias continuing their association
with Eastern after graduation .
"It's particularly rewarding when
scholarship money is raised because of
Chicano families who want to give
back to the education system they
were a part of. Last year we established
our alumni group and held our first
alumni reception. The Garcia family
had already been sponsoring their
scholarship but we wanted to showcase
theirs and other scholarships, so we
presented them at the reception."
Maldonado is not surprised that
most of the Garcia children ended up
in social service jobs .
"It's typical of Hispanic family
members to attend school, then return
to families and communities to help
solve problems in their society," he says.
Tony and Alma couldn't see doing
anything else.
"Per capita income for migrant
workers in Washington is between
$5,000 and $6,000 a year," says Tony.
"We'd like to see these people earn a
living wage ."
The two acknowledge that there
, have been lots of changes for the
better for migrant workers . Many
workers have houses now instead of
apartments or trailers or tents.
"But during some harvest seasons,"
says Alma, "you still see workers
camping out beside rivers. And you
still hear about growers spraying their
fields while workers are out there
picking ."
Tony is optimistic about changes he's
seen over the years. "There are more
Hispanics in government and in politics
these days, and that's a good start."
"And you see a lot more social
interaction between whites and
Hispanics these days," Alma adds.
"That's exciting for us to see .
Though out of school several years
now, Alma and Tony continue to
recruit for Eastern every chance they
get. For example, they used the
occasion of Othello's Hispanic festival
to do some recruiting, and don't plan
to stop anytime soon.
"Othello is our home, the community where we grew up," says Tony,
"but in many ways, Eastern was a
second home for us. That's why we'll
always enjoy sharing our experiences
with others and urging them to try
Eastern themselves."

continued from page 7
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LOUISE ANDERSON HALL REOPENS

We hope your summer has gone. well! Th·fs has b
a
tremendqus time to be part'of EWU, andwe wc1ntto
... :t·• > .
;!-.;t
shar.e a few high lights !
.
. Recent EvenJs:
begin,:¥:Yith,✓than~ ~u I 'Rar
t ion in our summer events nas been phenomenal! "
.
.
• EV{U Night at the
Indians. More than 400
folk~ iij~joyeg
summer ~y~ning ,6f
ball, J:1ot dogs; and;fun!
• EAA Golf Touma;;;
m~nt.· A g~rgeoussum
ay ~;f ree\ec(:;30O go'lf
using two c::ourses.
• EWU/Seahawk .,
Extravaganza . Music, a qunk, tank, slides, BBQ, and 'a
CQ9,rl~e;to hea~.~resident
pnd co~eHH?ln2gr
More than 1400;p eople j oin~d us on tne;campus
yet another beautiful summer' day in Cheney. Later,
8500:-plus fans packed Woodward stadium for the·
·,Seahawkscrimryiage. .
. '
:
~ ~heyvelali>Basin Blu_
e s.agd J_azz Festiva l. WHa1;11}
\ could:tb~. bett~r,thaq .j azz arig blues in to~:.beautiful •.
sett_ing of 49 Degrees North! ·

;t.

.To
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On September 15, 1999, Eastern proudly reopens Lousie
Anderson Hall for 150 students. Affectionately known as
"LA Hall" for years, the building has not served as a full-fledged
residence hall since 1981 due to decreased enrollments .
Originally opening in 1951 as "The Women's Dorm,"
the facility was named for Louise Anderson, who began her
career at Cheney Normal School in the early 1900s and
retired in 1959.
An LA Hall rededication will be held October 16 from
10-11 :30 a.m. You are encouraged to bring photos or other
memorabilia of your years in LA Hall .
Did you live in LA Hall while at Eastern? Do you have
memories to share about dorm life in general? Share them
by sending your recollections to: Perspective, MS 123, EWU,
Cheney WA, 99004. Or email : jsoennichsen@mail.ewu .edu
We'll share your submissions in the winter issue of Perspective.
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SPOKANE VALLEY MALL,

EWU FORM PARTNERSHIP
Beginning Fall quarter 1999, EWU will offer programs and
classes at the Spokane Valley Mall as part of the new
Spokane Valley Mall and Eastern Washington University
partnership .
The Spokane Valley Mall community space is currently
under construction and will be available to house EWU's BA
in Interdisciplinary Studies - Organizational Leadership by
early October. This program will be the first of many activities
that EWU plans to bring to the Spokane Valley Mall.
STARGAZERS COME TO EASTERN

Suzanne Ruby, from Elk, Wash ., helps student Jenna Draggoo
build a telescope during Astrocon '99, which drew
professional astronomers from around the world .
Eastern Washin gto n University
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A iWarm Welcome to our Alumni from the '30s, '40s and Golden '!5
EWU President Stephen Jordan and his wife, Ruthie
invite you and your spouse (or guest)
to a tour of their home on
Friday, April 28, 2000, from 1 to 4 p.m.
look forward to meeting you and sharing your Eastern experiehces.;"
Steve and Ruthie Jordan
j;lJ

members of the

·ss of 1950,

urs is a very special
raauating class . Who else
~:Q;. celebrate their SO-year
el'.inion at the start of a new
entury? We can and shall.
April 28-30, 2000 is the
\i.c for the big event. Set it
right now and make
lans to journey to Cheney
ntthat date. We really want
y9u. ALL OF YOU!!
Along that line we need
· on page 31 are names
ds whose addresses
longer have. If you
where they are, please
en~ the information to the
Wv:J Alumni Office. They
ill take care of the rest.
· Major planning for the
\{~.fill! will take place at
omecoming, Friday, Oct.
.£If you'd like to share in
s!i~lanning, let the alumni ·
i.ce kgow. The meeting
II start at 1:30 p.m . at a
to be announced. And
have something you
should be included
reunion, let us know.
:%'/t?O here we go. I look
orward to seeing all of you!
As ever,
Don Williams

cle

Dear '50s graduates,
For many of us, being a
member of Tawanka was a
very special experience. Some
of us have been getting
together on a regular basis
over the years, and we want
to invite all Tawankas to join
us for this special reunion .
It will give you the chance
to renew old friendships,
reminisce about old times,
"Trailerville" the "Kissing
Rock" and much more!
We thought it would also
be fun to meet some of the
guys who were in Intercollegiate Knights and other groups.
We look forward to
seeing all of you .
As ever,
Harriette "Collie" Cassidy,
Classof'41
Dolores Gibler, Class of '55
Other Reunion Ideas
The April 28-30 reunion
focuses on graduates from
the years 1959 and prior.
Alums have talked with us
about other kinds of reunions
such as one for Theatre/Arts
graduates from the '70s.
We'd love to work with you, so
please let us know your ideas!

Some of this year's
Golden Grads (class of
1949) posed for this
photo when they
gathered at Eastern for
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All Intercollegiate Knig
(IKs) through the 1950s
I encourage former IK
members to gather for .th
year 2000 reunion, at vyhi
other campus organizafio
are also invited.
As I look back at
and recognition we all
enjoyed as IKs, I think
appropriate to meet
renew acquaintances and
revive friendships. As the
primary men's service
organization before the
Greek system, IKs provide
worthy function to Eastern .
remember accompanying
homecoming royalty, staffin
the refreshment stands at
athletic events, ushering at
various a~tistic events, ·
promoting Eastern as a ·gre
place to go to school, ar)'fj
many other functions. If
something needed to
done, the IKs did it.
I graduated in 1955 anct
still remember the outstanding men who belonged to
the IKs. I still have my
helmet from the red swE~atE r.111ta
and my wood tomahawk
that was signed by the
members when I joined.
It is fitting that all of us
who can make it be there
celebrate as a part of
year 2000 alumni ,..,~+h,.,.,-, ... "'
I am sure that there will<be
special meeting of those of 1
us who attend. I am looking1~
forward to it, and I hope you 1
1
will also be enthusiastic
about a return to Eastern.
1

Curiosity Leads to a Happy Reunion
Have you ever wondered what happened to your sixth
grade teacher? James Danielson (Education, '41) did . It
seems he was at the Lewis and Clark High School 50th
Anniversary a few years back when he ran into a few old
friends who also had attended Roosevelt Elementary School
in Spokane. As they got to talking, they all agreed that one
of their favorite grade school teachers had been Miss Vera
Maimer (education, '30), who taught sixth grade at
Roosevelt. Fact is, some remembered having crushes on their
former instructor.
Not long after the reunion, Danielson was reading his
spring/summer '98 Perspective when he spotted an article
about Vera Le Vine, who had graduated from Eastern in
1930, taught at Roosevelt Elementary and now lived near
Washington D.C.
"Could this be the same teacher I had nearly 60 years
ago?" he wondered .
Danielson, who now lives in Olympia, just had to find
the answer, so he visited the EWU Alumni Office and the
office staff there contacted Ms. Le Vine to see if she was

:::~contFnuedJrom 22'
Bttending~Gon; a,ga, Murphy was a legal intirn with
Morr'ison, Huppin; Ewing & Anderson in Spokan~: He
'.~Isa served as law clerk for the US DistrictCourti<··
Ea'?tetn bistrict of Washington in the''ea rl y \ 970s. · ~
'\ From JanUary 1975 to December 19n, Murphy was
riAssistant ¼tfomey Generar for the state.of Wa~ningJon and in 1978 assumed a judgeship with . the Spqkane
C9urity DistricfC ouft, 'position he 'neld\mflL 1985,
wJ1en :he to~k his cLJrre.nt seat as']udge of t~e Superior
'
.
Court. of the:.state of Was~ington. · •
·
Murphy _and.his,wife, Jill live in Spokane , They have
cllildren, .. Ryan .andlTimothy.

.,.i
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Sixth grade class photo - James Danielson
shown in circle.
indeed the same sixth grade teacher that her former
students had been so impressed with. One thing led to
another and Ms. Vera (Maimer) Le Vine ended up being
contacted by several of her former students, including
James Danielson .
"She sounded great," he says, "and wrote me that she
had recently attended her 70th reunion at Colfax High
School. Can you imagine that?"
Today, at 88, Le Vine and her husband Harry live in
Rockville, Maryland, where their love for animals has led to
quite a menagerie on their property. "The backyard is full,"
she says, "with four zebra, two fallow deer, eight emu, a
pygmy goat and 32 mallard ducks that stay on our pond
year round ."
Le Vine says she was both surprised and pleased to hear
from some of her old students.
"Over the years, I have told many about the satisfaction
one gets from teaching a class of nice and bright children,"
Le Vine says. "I had two sixth grade classes that were a
delight. The class of 1941 was one of them ."
Danielson's experience shows the importance of
keeping your Alumni Association informed about your
current whereabouts! If you haven't responded to the Harris
Company's request for address information, please take a
few minutes to fill out and return their survey. We want our
upcoming Alumni Directory to be as complete and accurate
as possible.
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Anne Hansen-Griel of Onalaska, Wash., and Stacey L. Reece
of Twisp, Wash., created a Homecoming logo this summer
which was judged best among all submitted in a contest
which netted the two EWU students a $250 prize.
Eastern Washington University
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ClAssNom
. ·Grad Student Wins Harley
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'20s & '30s

'20 & '23 Viola Coleman, twoyear teaching certificate &
lifetime teaching certificate,
celebrated her 100th birthday
May 9, 1999. Viola has lived for
the past 54 years in Moscow,
Idaho. She was a teacher in
Coeur d'Alene from 1922 until
1945, when she and her
husband bought Scott's Flower
Shop and Greenhouse in
Moscow. She attributes her
long life to hard work and a
positive attitude.
'38 Glen Adams, BA-education,
was recently honored by EWU
for his career as a publisher of
regional history. Founding Ye
Galleon Press, Glen has
published 691 titles, mostly
involving Northwest history.
'38 Anna Louise Pellett, BAelementary education & physical
education, would like to
announce that her granddaughter Stephanie Hern of Spokane
will attend Eastern Washington
University. Anna now resides in
the small island town of Sitka,
Al aska .
THE

'40s & '50s

'49 William Elder, BAeducation, retired from his
career as an elementary school
principal. After his first wife
passed away in 1992, he
remarried three years later in
19'95. He and his former high
school sweetheart now live in
Walla Walla.
'51 Patrick Whitehill, BAphysical education, had ankle
replacement surgery December
15, 1998. Despite this setback,
he and his wife Altamae
Whitehill, also an Eastern alum,
are enjoying retirement. Patrick
is all set to golf and fish through
Spring 1999.

::.c~nii~uedt>n 25
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'53 Keith L. Yates, BAjournalism, has been active in
several music ensembles
including the Beaverton, Ore.,
Community Band, the Rose City
Banjoliers, One More Time
Around Again Marching Band,
Murray Hills Christian Church
Saints Band and Tuba Christmases in Portland, Salem and
Eugene, Ore.
,.-----, ✓
_
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'55 Dorothianne Boka
McDowell, still resides in Lind,
Wa sh., after 25 years of service
as an elementary school teacher.
Her husband, Dean W.
McDowell, also graduated from
Eastern and became th e
principal of the school w here
she was teaching.
'56 Ken Hammond, BAeducation & geography, retired
in 19'97 after a 40-year
teaching career, nearly 35 of
them in Ellensberg . He retired
from his position as professor
and chair of the Department of
Geography and Land Studies at
Central Washington University
(CWU). His wife, Britta Jo
Torrance, began as an EWU
freshman in 1952 and they
married in 1954. She graduated
from CWU in 1964 and spent
22 years as administrative
assistant to the dean of the
Graduate School at CWU. They
have three children and seven
grandchildren.
'59 & "64 Graham Johnson,
BA-home economics & MAeducation respectively, operates
the Fotheringham House, a bed
& breakfast in Spokane 's
historic Browne's Addition.
'59 Ruth McMullin, BAEeducation, is a retired teacher
residing in Santa Barbara,
California . Ruth and her
husband, David McMullin, enjoy
the company of her friend from
Eastern, Ruth Collier, who lives
in Carmel Hills, Calif.
THE

'60s & '70s

'60 Thomas Meier, BA-social
science, has been living in Forest
Grove, Ore. , since 1970. He is
married to Janet Meier and has
a son and daughter. Thomas
finally retired after 28 years of
teaching in the Washougal,
Wash ., and Beaverton, Ore.,
school districts.
'63 Donald Johnson, BAEbusiness administration, retired
from the Spokane Police
Department in March, 1998.
After spending 31-plus years
with the department and as a
detective for more than 26
years, he says he is enjoying
retirement completely.
'64 Robert Cartwright, BAradio and television, works for
the Boeing Company in Kent,
Wash., where he is training the
lead for the NATO AWACS Midterm upgrade contract. After a
stint as an Army exchange
officer with the Australian Army,

he worked as program manager
for computerized battle
simulations for several sites
within the U.S. Army. In 1 '990,
he returned to Australia and
worked with several defense
contractors, the last five years
w ith Boeing Au stralia .

'68 & '74 Stephen
Wentworth, BA-social science
& MA-education, counseling
and development, has retired
from school counseling and is
now enjoying retirement at Loon
Lake, Wash., with his wife, Raye
Ann.

'64 William Cobb, BA-biology,
is in his eleventh year as sole
proprietor of Cobb Consulting
Services, where he offers
agricultural and environmental
consulting and investigations.
His oldest son, Mike, is a
1981EWU graduate .

'69 Edward Clark, BAsociology, was appointed to the
Spokane Public Facilities District
Board that owns and operates
the Spokane Arena. Ed and his
wife, Ginger, just became
grandparents to Conner in
Spokane . They also own Clark
Company Advertising and Public
Relations .

'65 Lonnie Hart, BAEeducation, is the Vice President
and CEO of the Boulder County
Campuses of Front Range
Community College in
Longmont, Colo .
'66 Carol Kelly, BA-physical
education, has been volunteering selflessly for 30+ years in
Lind , Wash., where she was
named Outstanding Citizen for
her efforts. Carol has promoted
various civic activities,
fundraisers and school activities
throughout the years and has a
personal pictoral history of the
town through events she has
helped with .
'67 & '76 Jackie Johnson, BAbusiness & MBA-business
respectively, operates the
Fotheringham House, a bed &
breakfast in Spokane's historic
Browne's Addition .
'67 & '72 David Mackie, BAindustrial technology & MAindustrial technology, is now
retired after 32 years of teaching
at La Grande High School in
Oregon . His daughter recently
graduated from Cove High
School and is considering
attending Eastern .
'67 & '72 Edward Rooney,
BA-industrial technology & MAindustrial technology, was
named Walmart Teacher of the
Year by the association of
Walmart stores in the Spokane
area .
'68 Corinne Anderson, BAmusic, is leaving Mont ' Kiara
International School in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, and going to
the International School of
Moshi, in Arusha, Tanzania , East
Africa . Prior to Malaysia, she
spent two years at Bilkent
University Prep School in
An kara, Turkey, and before
moving overseas, she taught
music in Washington, California
and Nevada .

'69 Raye Ann Wentworth,
BA-Spanish, retired from
teaching and returned to Loon
Lake, Wash ., with her husband
Stephen Wentworth, also an
Eastern alumni.
'70 Gary McDonald, BApol itica I science, is entering his
seventh year as a purchasing
agent for Lockheed Martin
Utility Services, Inc. He now
resides in Paducah, Kent.
'71 Donald Sims, BA-health
education and physical education, is a clinician for the
HealthSouth Corporation in
Oakland, California . His family
includes his daughter, Adrianne,
who married Troy Turner. Both
are Eastern alumni and are now
expecting their first child in July.
Donald's son, Donald Jr., is
currently a senior at Eastern in
the Athletic Training Program
and an Eagle Ambassador. His
other son, Samuel, received a BS
in social work from Syracuse
University last May.
'71 Norm Wigen, BA-social
work, has been promoted to
executive vice president in
charge of sales and marketing at
CLS Mortgage Inc. He is
married to Brenda Wigen and
lives in Spokane .
'71 Susan Young, BA-physical
education, lives and works in
Canberra, Australia , where she
has been teaching social science
at Canberra High School sin ce
1975. Susan enjoys Australia
and invites Perspective readers
to visit in 2000 fo r the Olympic
Summer Games.
'72 Paula Webber, BAcommunications, has been
active in the marketing and
communications fields since
graduation . She is married with
two son s and w orks for the
Canadian government as a
r-J\

regional communications officer
for the Department of Indian
Affairs in Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory, Canada .

'74 Jay Johnson, BA-radio and
television , owns Broadcast
Careers Network, a national
broadcast training and placement company. He is also a
bagpiper and the Pipe Major for
the Montana Highlanders Pipe
Band . He competes in the
Northwest, including Seattle,
Spokane, and Missoula. He will
travel to Edinburgh, Scotland, to
pipe in the Millennium March in
August 2000 . Jay is also a parttime bagpipe instructor at
Flathead Valley Community
College, Mont.
'74 Debra Regel has become
an enforcement specialist for
the United States Environmental
Protection Agency. She now
lives in Highland Park, Ill.
'75 Steven Barron, BBAaccounting , continued his
education and received his MBA
from Pepperdine University in
1987, then did some postgraduate work at UCLA. Steven has
been a health care executive for
20 years at locations including
UCLA/Santa Monica Medical
Center, Alexian Brothers Health
System, and now at Columbia
Health Care Agency.
'75 William C. Shecket, MEDeducation, went on to receive a
Ph .D. from Gonzaga University
in Spokane . He is an instructor
and counselor at Seattle Central
Community College. Recently,
he developed an outdoor
leadership program for students
and serves as trip leader for
several non-profit adventure
travel organizations.
'76 Susan Hamilton studied
music at Eastern Washington
University. She now owns and is
a Principal Broker for Freedom
Realty. She resides in Duchesne,
Utah .
'77 Jeanette Bemis, BA-home
economics, continued her
education and received her MAhome economics from San
Francisco State University in
1991 . She now teaches
consumer education and health
& nutrition classes at City
College of San Francisco . She
also lectures at San Francisco
State University.
'77 David Bick, BA-geography,
recently completed a six-month
deployment to the Western
Pacific and Indian Oceans and
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the Arabian Gulf. He is part of
the USS Boxer Amphibious
Ready Group . He participated in
operations Eager Mace and
Edged Mallet, the integration of
Kuwaiti and U.S. forces and a
bilateral training exercise with
the Kenyan military. He also
served in community relations
projects in Australia, Hong
Kong, Kenya, Singapore and
Thailand.

'77 Julie Stirpe, BA-reading,
was promoted to office
manager of CLS Mortgage. She
is married to Wayne Stirpe and
lives in Spokane.
'78 Cynthia Blue-Blanton, BAarts, is a volunteer at the Corbin
Art Center and has been named
Volunteer of the Year for the
Spokane Parks and Recreation
Department. She was responsible for the coordination of the
Corbin Art Center's Period
Showcase since 1995 . For the
past two years, she has been
president of the board of
directors.
'78 Toni Elliott, BA-administration office management, has
worked in the casualty property
insurance industry for 1 5 years.
He is now managing the
commercial lines underwriting
department, handling seven
states.
'79 William S. Kuhlman, BAcommunication, recently
changed jobs . He was development director of the College of
Letters, Arts and Social Sciences
at Washington State University
and is now executive director of
Pullman Memorial Hospital
Foundation.
THE

'80s

'82 Stan Brazington, BAfinance, has been promoted to
president of CLS Mortgage. He
lives in Veradale, Wash.
'83 Elton Neustel, BABbusiness, is a civilian working for
the Department of Defense. His
specialty is logistical analysis and
his success has allowed he and
his wife to travel to many
locations domestic and abroad.
Currently, he lives in Battle
Creek, Mich ., with his wife and
his dog .
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'83 David Scheerer, BA-radio
and television, is an associate
professor at Montana State
University in Bozeman. He also is
the CEO of Orpheus Picture
Entertainment. David has
written, produced or directed
more than 50 films . His many
awards include a CINE Golden
Eagle, a Hugo, a Golden Telly,
and Regional Awards for the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, and the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences.
His feature documentary,
Yellowstone: America's Eden,
won the Grand Prize at the '98
Grenoble Film Festival, the
Grand Prize at the '97 Eko Top
Film Festival and was a finalist at
the '97 Jackson Hole Wildlife
Film Festival.
'83 Dennis Sullivan, Sr., BAeducation, was married in
19'93and enjoys raising his fiveyear-old son, Dennis, Jr.
Currently, he works at Sears in
Walla Walla, Wash. after
transferring from Sears in Pasco,
Wash .
'84 Shelli Racicot, managed to
finish her higher education
program after a severe gymnastics accident that left her a
paraplegic in 1981. Not
allowing ,this injury to inhibit her
desire to experience life to the
maximum, she has a new career
in telecommunications, a
husband, two children and an
affinity for hunting and fishing .
Although gymnastics cost her
the use of her legs, she is a
strong supporter of the sport
and especially her daughters
who are both skilled gymnasts.
Shelli sees life as full of challenges which are opportunities
to learn and improve herself.
'84 Lynne Young, BA-health
service administration, was
named vice president for Action
Mortgage Company. She has
been employed there for four
years, but has more than 20
years of experience in mortgage
banking.
'85 John M. Altman, BAbusiness administration, was
recently promoted to the
position of Special Trial Attorney
at the IRS, where he will be
responsible for preparing and
presenting the largest and most
complex tax cases in the United
States Tax Court. John and his
wife, Peggy, have been married
12 years and have two sons,
John and Matt. The family
moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, as a
result of the new position.

'85 Judy Janzen, BA-management information systems,
currently works for Farm Credit
Services as a senior technical
writer, senior office automation
specialist and network analyst.
'86 Susan DeLaTorre, BAphysical education, is in her
third year as a school administrator in the Hollister school
district. She has three children
and is making progress toward a
doctorate degree .
'86 Carol Humphrey, BSNnursing, is a RN and Clinical
Coordinator at St. Alphonsus
RMC. She lives in Nampa ,
Idaho, with her two children
and husband Darrell.
'87 Laurie Ghigleri, BS-dental
hygiene, recently took a position
as Oral Health Project coordinator with the Benton Franklin
Health Department, and won
one of four nationally recognized Colgate/American Dental
Hygiene Association Bright
Smiles, Bright Futures
Volunteerism Awards for 1999.
'87 Samantha Holland, BAsocial work, is married and has a
son, Jacob, who is almost two
years old. She is director of
clinical intake at University
Behavioral Health Association in
Texas, where she and her family
reside .
'87 & '89 Judith Marie Jones,
BA-history & MA-history, is a
docent at the Cheney Cowles
Museum in Spokane. She has
been diagnosed with peripheral
neuropathy that causes
intermittent paralysis and
blindness. Her son, Sean Hiatt,
transfers to Eastern this fall .
'88 Scott Smith, BA-business, is
currently employed by Microsoft
as a business manager and lives
in Issaquah, Wash. He is
married to Stacia Smith, also an
Eastern alumnus, and is raising
two children; Rebecca (7) and
Brittany (4). The family is
involved in the French School for
Kids and environmental causes .
'88 Stacia Smith, BA-business,
is married to Scott Smith, also
an Eastern alumnus, and is
raising two children; Rebecca (7)
and Brittany (4). The family is
involved in the French School for
Kids and environmental causes.
'89 Jane Korver, BAE-technology, organization and mass
communication, works at York
College of Pennsylvania, York,
Penn . She would like to

announce that her son was born
on February 26, 1999.
'89 Elizabeth Law, BScommunity health education,
has had an opportunity to live in
various states and hold a variety
of jobs while following her Army
officer husband around. From
Ft. Irwin, Calif., they will be
moving to New Brunswick,
Canada, where she will stay
home with her two sons.
'89 Mark Winter, BS-technology, recently completed an MBA
at Seattle Pacific University,
(1998). He has now started a
new job at Boeing as the
regional manager in Warranty
Contracts Group.

'90 Kris Forbey-Haynie, BAbusiness, married Christopher
Haynie in 1997, and recently
moved to the Colbert, Wash
area where she is a claims
representative for Allstate
Insurance.
'90 Jennifer Lucke, BAcommunication studies, has
been working for Salomon
Smith Barney as a financial
consultant since 1994. She was
recently promoted to second
vice president. She lives with
her husband James, who is also
an Eastern graduate, and their
two-year-old daughter. She
keeps busy volunteering with
Partnership for EWU.
'91 Troy Hullin, BA-radio/
television, married Tammy Hullin
and has a two-year-old son . He
is working as a master control
operator for KWSU and KTNW
at Washington State University.
They currently reside in Moscow,
Idaho.
'91 & '95 Tammy Hullin, BAEreading & MED-education,
married Troy Hullin and has a
two-year-old son. She has been
teaching since 1991. They
currently reside in Moscow,
Idaho.
'91 Mary Jane lltz, BAmanagement information
systems, is currently a senior
systems analyst. She now
resides in north Seattle.
'91 & '95 James Shannon, BAbusiness administration & MAbusiness administration, was
recently appointed executive
director of the newly formed
Wenatchee Valley Sports
Council. The WVSC is a nonprofit sports commission to

attract and promote sports and
sports-related activities in the
Greater Wenatchee Valley. He
oversees day-to-day operations
of the Council and is responsible
for bidding on state, regional
and national sporting events for
the Wenatchee Valley.
'91 Ralph Walter, BA-journalism, wants to announce his
recent marriage to Michelle
Welch Walter, also an Eastern
graduate, BS-communication,
19'95 .
'92 Cary Murphy, BA-criminal
justice, is a patrol lieutenant for
the Federal Way Police Department in Federal Way, Wash.
Before working in Federal Way,
he was a patrol officer for the
Cheney Police Department for
four years. He is married and
has a son and daughter. They
are looking for a larger house
for their growing family.
'92 Jane Murphy, BA-education, is a special education
teacher in Federal Way, Wash.
She is married and has a son
and a daughter. She is now
living in Tacoma with her
expanding family.

'92 & '99 Kristine Swanson,
BA-education & MA-TESL, is a
teaching assistant at Eastern
Washington University, focusing
on the English Language
Institute programs on campus.
She plans to teach in the public
schools in the Puget Sound area.
She has specialized in content
area literacy in mathematics for
native English speakers and
English language learners .
'92 Keith Younkin, BAbusiness/general management,
works for Boeing as Material
Management Analyst and now
lives in Edmonds, Wash.
'93 Lora E. Reif-Bergman, BApsychology, recently earned her
Ph.D. in clinical psychology for
the University of Detroit Mercy.
She now lives in Commerce,
Mich.
'94 Richard Gray, MBAbusiness administration, has
started a financial software
consulting company,
"Numbersense, Inc." in
Houston, Tex., which implements enterprise resource
planning software.
'94 Cynthia Kumar, BSdevelopmental psychology, has
moved to her locale of interest,
Kentucky.

'94 & '98 Linda SchappalsMcClain, BA-applied psychology
& MSW-social work, is executive
director of the Coalition of
Responsible Disabled in
Spokane. Recently, she also was
appointed executive director of
the Center for Independent
Living in Spokane.
'94 Christine Scurry, BArecreation management, works
for Sunrise Medical Incorporated
as a Human Resources Assistant
in Oceanside, California. She
married Chad Scurry in December 1995. They have two
daughters, Kendall (4) and
Kamryn (1) .
'95 Sei lsonome was incorrectly
identified in the last issue as
"she." Sei is a male graduate of
Eastern.
'95 Brett Cromwell, BAbusiness education, was named
mayor of Republic, Wash., at a
recent council meeting . He has
served on the city council for
three years and will serve as
mayor the remaining five
months of William Barnett's
term .
'95 Jenny Haas, BA-social
work, (after her time at Eastern
and the Cheney McDonald's)
traveled to Germany and
studied at the Goethe Institute.
She explored Europe for three
months then returned to the
U.S. to work at a Wells Fargo
Bank in Portland, Ore . Next, she
traveled to Los Angeles where
she found employment as an
elementary school secretary. In
1998, she received a Paralegal
Certificate from Pierce College.
Currently, she is a document
specialist in an employee
benefit-consulting firm in
Westlake Village, Calif.
'95 Jack Hancock, MA-history,
has been named headmaster at
Northwest Christian Schools.
He has held various jobs at
Northwest Christian since 1993,
including high school teacher,
baseball coach, middle school
teacher and elementary
principal.
'95 Anita Raddatz, BA-liberal
arts, is employed by Washington
State University as a 4H Program
Coordinator in Spokane County.
She is also working on her
Master's in Public Administration
at EWU.
'96 Timothy Haines, BAEEnglish, currently teaching
seventh grade reading and
Eastern Washington University
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'97 Cynthia Caldera-Hayes,
BA-urban planning and
sociology, is currently working at
Spokane Mental Health, but has
aspirations of obtaining a
master's degree in socio logy,
focusing on criminal justice.
'97 Curtis Porter, BA-liberal arts
studies, is a Lance Corporal in
the United States Marine Corps.
He recently completed an
exercise called Eager Mace in
which U.S. and Kuwaiti troops
cooperated in bilateral operations to integrate the two forces
more effectively. The deployment allowed him to use all of
his weapons systems in a livefire environment.
'97 Zachary Rogers, BABhuman resource management,
moved to Seattle after completing his degree at Eastern. He is
also the son of Jolynn Rogers
who works in the Human
Resources department at EWU .
'98 Kari May, BS-biology, was
recently engaged to Justin
Core, also an Eastern alumnus.
As an lnteraoperative Technologist, Kari monitors cerebral
blood flow during surgery for
Spencer Technologies in Seattle,
Wash.

language arts at Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Middle School in
Corona, Calif.

'96 Sara Sandefur, BAcommunications disorders, is a
family support specialist for
Clover Park School District. She
works with low-income families
who have 4 and 5 year olds.
She provides social & health
services for them while their
children are in a free preschool
program .
'96 Kristina Thalacker, BAgovernment/pre-law, graduated
from Willamette University
College of Law in Salem, Ore . in
May. She hopes to return to
Washington and become a
licensed law practitioner. She is
specifically focused on becoming a prosecuting attorney.
'97 Joy Anderson, BA-English/
journalism, joined LineSoft as a
technical writer. Her duties
include writing software user
guides and training manuals and
creating online help for software
products. She previously was a
technical writer at Nike in
Beaverton, Ore.
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'98 Allison Powell, BAEmathematics education,
reading, is a third-grade teacher
for the Clark County School
District in Las Vegas, Nev. She
began working on a master's in
technology education in April
1999.

IN
Dana E. Harter received his
Ph.D . from the University of
Washington in 1945 and lived in
Cheney until 1979. As chemistry professor and dean of health
services at Eastern Washington
University, he established the
programs for nursing and dental
hygiene. Later, he taught at
Gonzaga University. In 1979, he
moved to Arlington, Texas, and
joined the Texas Teacher
Retirement Association, City of
Arlington Volunteers. He also
was a volunteer for a reading
mentor program, deacon and
coordinator of senior volunteers
at First Baptist Church in
Arlington, and served on the
advisory board of the senior
adult center of Arlington.
Memorials may be made to the
Harter Scholarship Fund, Dept.
of Chemistry, University of

Eastern Washington Univers ity

Washington, P.O. Box 351700
Seattle, Wash ., 98195.

17. She was a one-room school
teacher in Sheller, Wash., for
three years, then for two years
in Edwall , Wash . She moved to
Ritzville, still teaching, and
married Arthur Krehbiel in 1934.
After his passing in 1951, she
began work at the Adams
County Auditor's Office, then
retired after 11 years. In 1990,
she moved to Schowalter Villa in
Hesston, Kan., to be near her
family. She was a lifetime
member of the Menno Mennonite Church .

Marjorie Biswell Watson died
on June 16 at age 87 . She was
born, raised and educated in
Oregon and worked as an office
nurse and laboratory technician
for her father until she married
Edmund Watson of Spokane
'29 Florence A. Kenney, twowho was in the military.
year teaching certification,
Marjorie taught at several
passed away June 19. After
Spokane area schools and
graduating from Eastern, she
became a member of the
taught for many years in
Eastern Washington Historical
elementary schools. She retired
Society, the Baker County
from teaching and
Historical
began her second
Society, the
profession as a
Classical Society
nurse's aide . She
of the Pacific
was a member of
Northwest, the
the Nazarene
Spokane
Church . Memorial
Society of the
contributions may
American
be sent to the
Institute of
Florence Kenney
Archaeology
Memorial Fund at
and the
the Westside Church
Browne's
of the Nazarene.
Addition
Association . In
'30 Dorothy Kiehn,
1998, the
died on March 4,
mayor of
1999. She studied at
Spokane
,
Eastern Washington
declared May
University and taught
10,1998as
This young fan was one
school in Washtucna,
Marjorie
of thousands to watch a
Wash ., before
Watson Day in
Seahawks scrimmage at moving to Ritzville .
recognition of
EWU in August.
In Ritzville, she
her contributaught junior high
tions to
and high school until retiring in
Browne's Addition spanning 52
1972. She was a member of St.
years . Memorial contributions
Agnes Catholic Church.
may be made in Marjorie
Memorial contributions may be
Watson 's name to the E.W.U .
made to the Sloan-Kettering
Archaeological Consortium:
Cancer Fund, 1275 York Ave .,
E.W.U. Foundation, 526 Fifth St.
New York, NY 10021 .
MS - 16, Cheney, WA 990042341 .
'30 Celia Strang, education ,
passed away June 30 at the age
'26 Louise Kloss, teaching
of 90 . She worked as a public
certification, passed away on
school teacher for decades and
March 11. She was raised in
as a Sunday school instructor for
Spokane and after her tenure at
more than 50 years. In
Eastern, obtained a BA from the
recognition of her religious
University of Washington. She
work, she received the Archdiothen taught in a one-room
cese of Olympias Bishop's Cross
school house at Blue Creek in
in 1982. She was a talented
Stevens County, Wash ., and
young-adult writer and was
later taught in Avery, Idaho;
awarded a prize from the Pacific
Chester and Missoula, Mont.;
Northwest Writers Conference
and Seattle, Wash. until she
for her first novel, Eventually on
retired in 1967. Memorial
Top of Tomorrow. She contincontributions may be made to
ued writing and kept active
the local Muscular Dystrophy
playing bridge and bowling well
Association of the A-O Chapter
into her 80s . Memorial
of P.E .O., do 8024 N. Panorama,
donations may be made to St.
Spokane, Wash ., 99218 .
Stephens Church Endowment
Fund, 4805 NE 45th St., Seattle,
'27 Jennie Krihbiel, lifetime
WA 98105 or the Children's
teaching certification, died May

Hospital & Regional Medical
Center Foundation, P.O. Box
5371, Seattle, WA 98105 .

'31 Linda Thiemens, two-year
teaching certification, died May
18. She taught in Coulee City,
Wash ., until she married Albert
Thiemens. They moved to a
farm outside Reardan, Wash .,
where she provided health care
for many years . She was a
member of the Garland Avenue
Christian Missionary Alliance
Church in Spokane and a
charter member of the Dour
Mound Homemakers Club.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Boy Scouts Club of
Reardan, cJo Dan Plaster, Edwall,
WA 99008.
'33 Homer M. Davis, BAEeducation, died April 24 at 94 in
Seattle. After his education at
Eastern, he received a BA and
MA in history and education
from the University of Washington . He later taught summer
school sessions at the UW,
Seattle University and Eastern .
He taught high school courses
and served as principal for
Waterville High School,
Superintendent of Schools for
Okanogan, Superintendent of
Schools for Seattle, and
Secretary to the School Board of
Seattle. By 1943, he returned to
his basic interest: educating
children . Finally, he retired after
43 years of education . In
retirement, he enjoyed reading,
travel, lawn bowling and
swimming . He was a deacon
and active member of the
University Congregational
Church . Along the way, Homer
took time to serve 27 years on
the Board of the Washington
State Teachers Credit Union, 20
of those as board president. He
was a founding director of
PEMCO Insurance Co. and the
Evergreen State Bank, serving
on each board for over 20 years.
Remembrances may be made to
UCC Child Care Center at the
Church: 4515 16th Ave . N.E.,
Seattle, Wash., 98108 .
'35 Dorothy Birge, BA-history,
passed away April 5 at age 90 .
An 80-year Spokane resident,
she worked as a junior high
teacher for several years and
was a member of the American
Federation of Teachers. She was
also a member of the Church of
Truth. Memorial contributions
· may be made to the American
Cancer Society.
'35 Kent N. Sooy, teaching
certification, was laid to rest
June 13 and was a lifelong

resident in the Cheney area. He
was a member of the Masonic
Lodge #42 in Cheney Spokane
Scottish Rite, El Katif Shrine of
Spokane, the Amber Grange,
Washington State Cattleman's
Association, and a lifetime
member of the Pacific International Trap Association . He also
served on the Cheney School
Board for 20 years and was a
member and past board
member of the Cheney Grain
Growers. Memorial contributions may be made to the
Shriners Hospital, P.O. Box 2472,
Spokane, WA 99210 .

'36 Mildred Bauer passed
away in October 1998 at the
age of 93 . She attended
Cheney Normal School between
1925 and 1936 and taught at
River Homes Grade School. She
was the first secretary of the
North Star Grange in Egypt,
Wash., which was founded by
her parents. She retired from
Modern Electric Co. in 1970.
She received a Golden Globe
Award for poetry and was a
member of the Pend Oreille
County Sheriff's Posse .
'38 Joseph Kent, BA-education, died March 21 . He moved
to Spokane in 1923 and later
graduated from West Valley
High School. Joseph was a
teacher, coach and elementary
school principal in the Spokane
area for 45 years. One of his
hobbies was to raise and train
bird dogs; he was a field trial
judge for many years.
'39 W. Del Walker, BAeducation, died March 12 at age
84. After Eastern, he continued
his education at Washington
State University, culminating in a
Ph .D. in education . His career
revolved around elementary
school administration, as he
served a 40-year career as an
elementary principal in California, Colorado and Washington,
preceding his retirement from
his position as superintendent
for the intermediate school
district in Tacoma, Wash. In
retirement, he and his wife
moved to a small farm to raise
chickens and grow a garden .
He moved to the Leopold
Retirement Center after the
passing of his wife in 1992 .
'41 H. Jean Howlett, BA-early
childhood education, passed
away March 4. She studied at
Spokane Junior College in 1939,
then Eastern. She then earned
an MA from Azusa Pacific
College in 1977. She also
attended State University Art
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Seminar in Europe and the
University of Wa shington . She
taught elementary school_in
Washington and Cal1forn1a from
1941 until 1986. She also
taught at Stevenson, Hamilton,
Grant and Comstock elementary
schools in Spokane .
,41 Herman Spot Lust, BAeducation, died May 14 at age
85. He wa s the Associated
Student Body president at
Eastern while obtaining his
teaching certification. He then
began his teaching career In
Sunnyside, wash., for two years
before enlisting in the Navy and
serving in the Pacific theater
during WWII . After the war, he
became a truck dispatcher for
fruit growers for a few years . In
1950, he settled in Colfax,
where he found employment
working for Perry and Lee Men's
Store. By 1957, he found
himself in a position to buy out
George Lee and operated the
store until 1977 with Keith
Perry. Herman wa s a member of
Peace Lutheran Church in Colfax
and, while wintering in Mesa,
was an associate member of St.
Peters Lutheran Church .
'42 David L. Hipskind, BA-early
childhood education, passed .
away in March. While attending
Eastern, he played ba sketb_all
and ran track. He leaves his
wife of 51 years, Carrie
Hipskind, three daughters, a
son, five grandchildren and one
great grandchild.
'49 Robert C. Lincoln, BAeconomics, passed away April
24 in Seattle. He served as a
pilot in WWII . After his
.
experience at Eastern, he_did .
graduate work at the Un1vers1ty
of Washington , to which he
donated his body for medical
research. Bob taught for six
years, then retired from Boeing
to fulfill his lifelong dream of .
becoming an orchard farmer in
eastern Washington . He served
a term as president of the EWU
Alumni Association. The Lincoln
family suggests remembrances
may be made to the Amencan
Lung Associatio_
n or a charity of
the donor's choice .
'49 George V. Manning, BAearly childhood education,
passed away June 15 in
Spokane, his home for the past
66 years. He served in the U.S.
Army during WWII and received
the Purple Heart for gallantry in
the Battle of the Bulge . He then
graduated from _Eastern
Washington Un1vers1ty and
taught at Shadle Park High
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School for the next 26 years . He
was an avid outdoorsman, loved
bowling and was a longtime
member of the Couples Dance
Club . Memorial contributions
may be made to Vanessa Behan
Crisi s Nursery, 1004 E. 8th St.,
Spokane, Wash., 99202 and the
Humane Society, 6692 N.
Havana, Spokane, WA99217.
'SO Robert E. Adams, BA-early
childhood education, entered .
into rest April 21 in Spokane, his
lifetime home . After Eastern, he
began working for Di strict #81,
Spokane for more than 30 years
as teacher, coach, counselor and
administrator. He retired as
principal of Salk Junior High
School. He was a member_ of
the Retired Teachers Assoc1at1on
and Spokane Eagles Aerie #2.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the American Cancer
Society or the John Rogers
Foundation, 7455 N.
Sutherland, Spokane, WA
99208.
'SO Henry Nicholls, who
studied history c'and physical
education at Eastern, passed
away April 12 at 68 in his
Davenport, Wash ., home. He
worked as a heavy equipment
operator for the Lincoln County
Road Department for 42 years .
Henry was a member of the
Davenport First Presbyterian
Church and a community
volunteer in Lincoln County for
many years. Memorial contributions may be made to the
Davenport Swimming Pool Fund .
'53 & '59 Gordon Eggleston,
BA-early childhood education &
MA-instructional communication , died on June 17. He
served in the U.S. Army and
moved to Spokane in 1958. He
graduated form Eastern and
taught for five years at Shaw
Middle School and in Malaga ,
Wa sh. He worked in sales at
Inland Audio-Vi sual Company
for 21 years, retiring in 1983.
'53 William F. Hibbard, BAearly childhood education, died
June 20 . In high school, he
played football and was the
State Boxing Champion. After
graduating from Eastern, he
began his teaching career at the
Amber School in 1953 and
continued to work in the
.
Cheney School District, working
as a teacher, principal , assistant
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superintendent and_ac_ting
superintendent until his
.
retirement in 1991. Memorial
contributions may be made to
the Shriners Hospital, P.O. Box
2472, Spokane, WA 99210 .
'53 Virginia C. Strand, BAeducation, died April 12
following her husband, who
died in 1987 . She married her
husband in 1935 and began her
career teaching on the Spokan e
Indian Reservation . Later, she
moved her career to Wilson
Elementary and Sacajawea
Junior High School before
teaching for the West Valley
School District. She finally
retired in 1971. She was a
member of the Washington and
Spokane Education _Associations .
Memorial contributions may be
made to Hospice of Spokane,
P.O. Box 2215, Spokane, Wash .,
99210-2215 .
'55 Gwyn L. Triplett, BA-early
childhood education, loved Jazz
and w as an accomplished jazz
piani st, participating in se_veral
jazz groups in Seattle during th e
' 60s. He and his wife, Carol,
enjoyed active o_u td_oor recreation in their daily lives,
including hiking, bicycling'. _
camping, cross country skiing,
and sea kayaking. Following
their retirement in 1991 , they
helped found Friends of
Camano Island Parks, and Gw yn
served as treasurer since its
inception . This group is
.
respon sible for the construction
and maintenance of Camano
Island parks and trails through
volunteerism. Remembrances
may be made to Friends of
Camano Parks, P.O . Box 1385,
Stanwood, Wash ., 98292 .
'56 Betsy P. Ross, studied
drama at Eastern then traveled
to the University of Maryland to
continue her education . She
died April 12 in West Palm
Beach, Florida at age 62 . Her
passing, diagnosed as heart
failure, was sudden and
unexpected.
'59 Mary M. Brodie, BAE- .
education, passed away April 11
at age 95. She married John
Brodie in 1931 and then
returned to Eastern, to finish her
degree. After Eastern she
began teaching in Colfax,
Wash ., and retired after many
years. She al_so ke_pt house for
priests in their parish homes for
several years, and taught
religious education classes at St.
Patricks Catholic Church in
Colfax. She prepared meals on
holidays for prisoners and

taught English as a second
language to Cuban residents in
Colfax. She was a member of
St. Patrick's Catholic Church and
Alter Society, Catholic Daughters
of America, American Legion
Auxiliary, Delta Kappa Gamma
Sorority and Athenaeum Club.

'59 Lela Burgen, BA-education,
died March 4 at the age of 91.
She had been a Spokane
resident since 1944 and taught
elementary school throughout
Washington for 42 years. Lela
was a charter member of the
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa and the Arborettes
Garden Club . She belonged to
the Cathedral of Our Lady of
Lourdes Altar Society. Memorial
contributions may be made to
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta

'73 Sandra L. Oberst, BA-child
development, died March 14
after a 40-year residency in
Spokane, Wash. She taught for
three years, then became a
homemaker. She also was a
Camp Fire leader. Memorial
contributions may be made to
the Spokane Food Bank or
Spokane Humane Society.
'78 Richard Hustad, who
studied English at Eastern, was
laid to rest June 2. He served in
the Army from 1951 to 1954,
attaining the rank of sergeant.
After military service, he was a
civil service purchasing agent in
Klamath Falls, Ore., and Moses
Lake, Wash. He was a member
of Ephrata Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church, Deer Park and Ephrata
Veterans of Foreign Wars, and

Eastern 's central mall was the site offood, fun, sun and
Seahawks at the EWU/Seahawks Extravaganza in August.
Kappa, the Arborettes Garden
Club of the Cathedral of Our
Lady of Lourdes .

'64 Karen Korte, BA-art, died
April 23 after a lifetime in the
Spokane area . She worked as a
draftsman for Cominco
American. She was active with
the COPS program and was a
member of the St. Peter
Lutheran Church and the
Spokane, Stroke Support Group .
'65 Waldo (Walt) Meyer, BAeconomics, died April 8 at the
age of 72. After graduating
from Eastern, he went on to
postgraduate school at
Whitworth College. He served
in WWII in the Japanese and
Philippine theaters. He retired
as the general foreman at Kaiser
Aluminum Mead Works in 1985
after 38 years. Memorial
contributions may be made to
St. Peter Lutheran Church,
Hospice of Spokane, or the
American Cancer Society.

the Ephrata Eagles Lodge.

'81 Mary Ranch, BA-home
economics, died March 28 . She
received a master's degree in
counseling and nutrition from
Whitworth College. Along with
her husband, Pat, she owned
and operated a naturopathic
medicine clinic in Post Falls,
Idaho. She was a member of St.
Thomas More Catholic Church.
'82 Christine Hays, BA-social
science, passed away May 2.
She married Geoffery Hays in
1979 in Cheney. She was a
teacher by trade, an active 4-H
leader, a member of the
Spokane Womens Club, the Hill
Addition Neighborhood
Association, and a volunteer for
the American Cancer Society.
Christine was a friend to all and
never met a stranger. Memorial
contributions may be made to
Hospice of Spokane, P.O. Box
2215, Spokane, WA, 992102215 or Women's Drop-In
Center, 218 S. Howard,
Spokane, WA, 99201 .

'86 Gerald Long, MAinterdisciplinary studies, passed
away April 6 at age 65. He
graduated from Lehigh Independent School and earned a
bachelor's degree in physics
from what is now the University
of Northern Iowa. He worked at
Kaiser Aluminum Trentwood for
24 years before retiring in 1987.
After Kaiser, Gerald began
working as an engineering
consultant for Fluor Daniel
Engineering and Construction
based in Greenville, South
Carolina . He retired from there
last July while working at Alcoa
Wenatchee Works . Memorial
contributions may be made to
Central Washington Hospital
Hospice, 903 Red Apple Road,
Wenatchee, WA, 98801 .
'87 Lois White, BA-personnel
management, died March 24,
1999. She attended Eastern,
Gonzaga University and the
Meadville/Lombard Theological
School in Illinois. Lois was
ordained in 1997 at the Du Page
Unitarian Universalist Church in
Naperville, Illinois. She was
active in many community and
denominational affairs, and
while living in Spokane, served
on the board of directors for
Planned Parenthood of Spokane, and Whitman Counties,
the Spokane Food Bank, and
Goodwill Industries. Memorial
contributions may be made to
the Ministers Discretionary Fund
of the Unitarian Universalist
Church of Spokane or to the
Wellness House, 131 N. County
Line Road, Hinsdale, IL, 60521.
'91 Anne Jane Gleason, MEDFrench, died March 13 after a
life dedicated to multicultural
integration . She received a
bachelor's degree in French
while minoring in Spanish from
Seattle University. After
attending Eastern, she taught
languages at O' Dea High
School in Spokane . She then
taught French and Spanish at
Seattle Prep in 1987. She
reflected the community's desire
for multicultural awareness and
developed the multiculturalenrichment program at Seattle
Prep. Her husband recounted
the particular talent she had for
making blended families work
and how her students and
friends sent her letters of
gratitude for teaching them
about life and how to be a good
person. Remembrances may go
to Anne Jane Gleason Memorial
Scholarship Fund, c/o Seattle
Prep, 2400 11th Ave . E., Seattle,
WA, 98102 .
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Listed below are a variety of activities that may interest EWU
alumni and their families. Events in bold are those we think will
h?ld the most interest. ~ecause we recognize that you, your
friends and other alumni may have special interests (music
activities for kids, etc.) we've listed a variety of other activities.
Because a separate athletics schedule is found on page 18 of this
issue, we've listed here only those athletics events at which
alumni receptions will take place. [TTBA means "time to be
announced."]

23 1:05 pm
October

1 5:30-7:30 pm Alumni reception, Tempe,
Ariz. For details call 1-888- EWU-ALUM or
(509) 359-6303

2 2 pm EWU alumni reception before
football game - Flagstaff, Ariz. For details call
1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303
4:05 pm EWU vs. Northern Arizona.

4 5:30-7pm EWU Alumni Reception in
Moses Lake. Meet President Jordan and hear
the latest on EWU . Location tba.
For details, call 1-888-EWU-ALUM or
(509) 359-6303 .

5

6-7 :30pm EWU Alumni Reception in
Wenatchee. Meet President Jordan and hear
the latest on EWU ! Location tba.
For information, call EWU Alumni Office:
1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303.

7 Noon

Spirit Lunch with Ruth Jordan,
football coaches and players for insider's
discussion of upcoming game. Call 359-2463 .
5:30-7 pm EWU Alumni Reception in
Colville . Meet President Jordan and his wife
Ruth. Hear the latest on EWU. Location tba. '
For details, call EWU Alumni Office:
1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303.

11 5:30-7pm EWU Alumni Reception in
Yakima . Meet President Jordan and his wife
Ruth. Hear the latest on EWU. Location tba.'
For details, call EWU Alumni Office: 1-888EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303.

13 5-6' 30 pm Alumni reception in
Richland , Wash . For details, call EWU Alumni
Office: 1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303.

14-17 ,..,,~
14 Noon Spirit Lunch with Ruth Jordan,
football coaches and players for insider's discussion
of upcoming game, Tawanka . Call 359-2463 .
7 pm Homecoming Parade, downtown
Cheney.
7:30 pm Homecoming Pep Rally & Bon Fire,
downtown Cheney.
8 pm Homecoming Bed Races, 1st Street,
Cheney.

Alumni reception before
football game, Missoula, Mont. For details
call 1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303.
7 pm EWU vs. Montana football game in
Missoula.

27 7 pm Dialogue Lecture Series Speaker:
Edward James Olmos, Showalter Auditorium

28 TTBA EWU Scholarship Reception in Cheney
29 8 pm Spokane Symphony - Eastern
Hosts, Spokane Opera House

November

15 1:30 pm Planning meeting for Spring

4 11 :30 am Spirit Lunch w/football players,

2000 reunion. Hargreaves 127.
6-9 pm EWU Alumni Gathering at EWU
Center, Spokane.
7-9 pm Library Gala "An Evening w/Geor-ge
Ross" JFK Library Foyer.
7:30 pm Homecoming Royalty Contest, SHW
Auditorium.

coaches at Tawanka. Call 359-2463
5-6 :30 pm EWU Alumni reception at
Boeing Flight and Safety Center, Tukwila.
For information call 1-888-EWU-ALUM or
(509) 359-6303

16 10-11 :30 am Louise An,derson Hall

2 7 pm Dialogue Speaker, Camille Cooper,

Rededication and Open House.
Noon EWU Volleyball hosts Portland State,
Cheney.
1-3 pm All-University Tailgate Party. Free
BBQ for 1st 1500 volleyball & football ticket
holders. (cal l 1-888-EWU- alum or 359-6303)
3:05 pm Homecoming Football Game - EWU
hosts Idaho State, Cheney.
9 pm- 1 am Homecoming Dance, Pavilion.

17 TTBA Alumni Board Meeting, Cheney

20 5:30-7 pm EWU Alumni Reception in
Walla Walla. Meet President Jordan and his
w ife, Ruth. Hear the latest on EWU. Location
tba . For details, call EWU Alumni Office:
1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303.

21 6 pm Author David Guterson (Snow Falling
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December

Showalter Auditorium.

February
Watch for date for EAA/EWUAA Auction!

9 TTBA Dialogue Speaker - Jean-Michel;
Cousteau, Showalter Auditorium

17

Higher Education Day. Alumni
from the public universities in Washington
gather in Olympia. Special invitation to EWU
alumni: join us for updates on EWU legislative

issues and meet with your legislator. For more
information call 1-(888) EWU-ALUM or
(509) 359-6303

28 -30 HOLD THESE
April
DATES FOR EWU
REUNION 2000! For more information call
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